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Domestic Machines

Production of autocranes, after a 28%
growth in Q1 to Q3, 2017, is going down again.
The current level of 1,440 cranes is 5% below
the level of the past year. But can you recall
amounts produced by our plants before the cri-
sis? They were thrice as big. A string of eco-
nomic crises has notably depleted the ranks of
domestic autocrane manufacturers. And now
we can count on one hand who’s left.

The largest domestic autocrane plant, which
in recent past bore the name of Avtokran and
was part of Ivanovskaya Marka Holding, and
which is now called Ivanovo Machine Building
Plant “Avtokran”, is fighting against the effects
of crisis it had to face in 2014 followed by bank-
ruptcy in 2017. However, recovering the ground
in the stagnating market is not an easy task.
The new plant management articulated plans
for expanding autocrane production to 900 units
in 2018. Nevertheless, the grim reality intro-
duced some adjustments: for the past 9 months
the plant manufactured only 175 autocranes
which is by 43% less than the outcome of the
same period of 2017. With these results
achieved, the Ivanovo manufacturer managed
to occupy a 12% share in the domestic au-

tocrane market. It should be mentioned that,
before the crisis, 1,800 cranes rolled off Av-
tokran production line per a 9-month period
while its market share was around 40%.

The second crane-building asset of the for-
mer Ivanovskaya Marka Holding, Gazprom-Kran
Plant, became its fellow in bankruptcy. After
this plant changed the owner, it retrieved its
Soviet-era name, Kamyshin Crane Plant (KCP).
From the beginning of 2018, the new plant man-
agement made a decision to restore the pro-
duction activities of the KCP. The nearest task
to fulfill is reconstruction of the plant while the
start of its normal operation is planned for the
next year. For Q1–3, 2018, the plant assembled
19 cranes. 

Galich and Klintsovsky Autocrane Plants be-
longing to Kudesnik group of companies, for the
9 months since the beginning of the year, cut
back on production of autocranes compared to
the same period of 2018. Klintsovsky Autocrane
Plant has the greatest loss with its 449 produced
cranes that is by 16% lower than the previous
year result. Galich Autocrane Plant reported 454
produced machines, by 1% less than in the pre-
vious year. In spite of the recession, the Galich
and Klintsovsky crane manufacturers are the

best in the industry. The total share of these two
manufacturers in the domestic autocrane mar-
ket reaches 62%. It should be noted that in their
best years total production volume of Klintsovsky
and Galich Plants for 9 months exceeded 1,500
units. The plants rely upon launch of new prod-
ucts to compensate for recession in their main
activity, i.e. autocrane production. Galich Plant
has set up production of loader cranes while
Klintsovsky Plant, apart from autocranes, pro-
duces loader cranes, crawler cranes, truck-
mounted hydraulic lifts and crane lifts. Moreover,
they produce special machines for needs of the
Ministry of Defense.

In spite of the total decrease of production
volumes in the autocrane segment, Chelyabinsk
Mechanical Plant is enhancing its performance.
From January to September 2018, the plant as-
sembled 343 autocranes which exceeds the
same period of 2017 by 22%. It is remarkable
that the Chelyabinsk Plant has enjoyed the pos-
itive dynamics over the past few years. And the
current result reached the best pre-crisis level.

Masheka, Belorussian autocranes manufac-
tured by Mogilyovtransmash Plant, part of
Minsk Automobile Plant, are traditionally pres-

ent in the Russian market and positioned as
domestic products. However, over the past years
supplies of these cranes are dropping progres-
sively. For example, for the past 9 months only
9 cranes were supplied to Russia while the
scope of supply reached 15 and 19 machines
for the same period in 2017 and 2016, respec-
tively. Before the crisis supplies of Belorussian
cranes were higher by and order of magnitude.

Production of swing excavators for the past
9 months showed the worst result compared to
the previous year, namely 382 excavators (4%
less). This happened in spite of the minor
growth in 2016 and 2017 that was observed after
the greatest drop in 2015. Because of the in-
creasing import of excavators the share of do-
mestic brands shrank from 13% to 10%. We
should mention that before the first wave of cri-
sis Russian manufacturers satisfied more than
half of domestic market demand in the segment
of swing excavators and for a 9-month period
plants produced around 2,500 earth-moving
machines. Over the years, customers prefer-
ences shifted towards imported equipment, for
certain reasons. At that time, domestic excava-
tors mostly lacked quality of workmanship and

Modest results of 2018
PRODUCTION AND IMPORT OF CONSTRUCTION AND ROAD MACHINERY

After going through the greatest recession in 2015–2016, the Russian market of construction and
road machinery showed a significant growth in 2017; however, results of the first three quarters of
2018 again do not give much ground for optimism. Supplies of the main types of construction and
road machinery (wheel loaders1, swing excavators2, backhoe loaders, dozers3, autograders, wheel
cranes4, skid steer loaders5) generally remain close to 2017 level. The dynamics is positive in some
machinery segments while being negative in others. Import is no longer rising dramatically like it
was the previous year. Moreover, production of many types of domestic machinery is in the minus
column. Unfortunately, efforts made by the government to promote import substitution in the con-
struction and road machinery area have no visible positive effects. The domestic economy is still
undergoing a crisis, and that is the bottom line.

Vladimir Novosyolov

Dynamics of wheel crane market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018
(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers)

1 Statistical sampling includes crawler and wheel swing excavators with operating weight of 12 to 70 t.
2 Statistical sampling includes articulated front end loaders, except for loaders with operating weight below 5 t or above 40 t, skid steer loaders, telehandlers, trac-

tor-mounted loaders, crawler loaders, warehouse fork loaders and mine loaders.
3 Statistical sampling excludes mini dozers with operating weight below 5 t.
4 Statistical sampling includes wheel cranes: truck-mounted cranes, cranes mounted on a dedicated automotive chassis and rough terrain cranes.
5 Statistical sampling includes wheel and caterpillar skid steer loaders.
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advanced engineering solutions. The dramatic
drop of interest for Russian excavators resulted
in a low demand; nevertheless, those few man-
ufacturers that managed to keep their head
above the water now offer new models with im-
proved consumer properties. 

The largest Russian excavator manufacturer,
Tverskoy Ekskavator Plant (TVEKS) of RM-Terex
Holding, produced 220 swing excavators for the
period of 2018 under consideration, by 3%
higher than the past year’s result. The existing
production facilities allow production of 1,100
excavators per year. At its best pre-crisis times,
Tverskoy Ekskavator assembled more than
2,500 excavators a year.

Another manufacturer located in Tver, Ex-
mash Plant of UMG Group, took down a notch.
Compared to Q1–3, 2017, the plant decreased
production volumes by 12% with the current re-
sult of 146 machines. This presents a contrast
to the high positive dynamics displayed by Ex-
mash over the previous year.

Kraneks, a plant in Ivanovo, experiences a
progressive production decline over the past

years. Unfortunately, this year is no exception
to this tendency. For the past 9 months, the
plant managed to produce only 15 excavators
while production volume for the same period
of 2017 reached 24 excavators, and in Q1–3 of
2016 the plant manufactured 40 machines. The
pre-crisis production volume of Kraneks was
higher by an order of magnitude. 

All in all, these three plants represent the
total of domestic excavator statistics. Doneks
is still shut down, no production operations have
been recommenced so far. Uralvagonzavod
Plant that once intended to restart the excavator
theme after a several years’ pause is yet to set
up production of earth-moving machinery, al-
though launching of new wheel and crawler ex-
cavator models was planned for as early as the
end of 2017. Promtraktor Plant that had been
sharing the crisis situation with other enter-
prises of Traktornye Zavody Concern over the
past years, in 2018 was transferred to a new
owner, Transmashholding, and is currently en-
hancing manufacturing of its core products, in-
dustrial tractors. There is no certainty about

excavators as yet, this may be due to the tran-
sitional period related with the change of own-
ership: this type of products was removed from
the company site, nevertheless, the plant man-
agement assures that they proceed with the ex-
cavator segment. In 2013, the plant manufac-
tured its first commercial batch of CHETRA
excavators. In subsequent years it supported
only piece production of these machines. In
2016, the plant reported the start of construc-
tion of a conveyor intended to produce up to 700
machines a year, however, due to the crisis at
Krasnodar Compressor Plant, the conveyor has
never been commissioned. 

Production of excavators (backhoe loaders
and dozer blade excavators) has been showing
positive dynamics over the past two years. For
Q1–3 of this year, Russian plants manufactured
486 machines, which is by 46% more than the
year before. The past year was very prolific as
well, for the 9-month period the growth of pro-
duction reached 39%. Nevertheless, the share
of domestic companies is not large, only 19%.
In the best pre-crisis years, more than 1,500 ex-
cavators were annually manufactured in Russia.

However, in most cases those were machines
based on agricultural tractors. Now the situa-
tion has changed. Old leading manufacturers
of these machines left the market and have
been replaced by new players that offer back-
hoe loaders mounted on dedicated chassis. Yet
the machines that are currently manufactured
are mostly localized products by foreign
brands.

Tverskoy Ekskavator Plant manufactures lo-
calized RM-Terex backhoe loaders. From Jan-
uary to September 2018, it manufactured
198 machines which exceeds the same period
of 2017 by 30%.

ElAZ (Elabuga Plant) manufactures back-
hoe loaders in cooperation with Cukurova Mak-
ina, a Turkish company. In June 2016, a new
workshop was opened at ElAZ for manufac-
turing these machines that featured design
capacity of 500 backhoe loaders a year. For the
three quarters of 2018, ElAZ produced 158 ex-
cavators of which 151 are localized machines
(twice as many as the previous year’s result)
and 7 are excavators mounted on MTZ tractor
base.

Dynamics of swing excavator market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018
(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers)
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Cherepovets Casting and Mechanical Plant
performs assembly of excavators designed by
Dorelektromash, a Belorussian company, under
a license. For the reporting period of this year
Cherepovets Plant, with its 70 manufactured
machines, has managed to increase the pro-
duction volume nearly sixfold compared to the
same period of 2017.

Kovrovsky Electromechanical Plant has de-
clared that this year it is planning to set up pro-
duction of backhoe loader excavators based on
dedicated Ant 2321 chassis. This machine is a pro-
prietary development of Kovrovsky Plant, although
it is assembled of imported components mostly. In
2018, the plant declared its plans for producing the
first batch of 10 backhoe loaders. The prospective
plan is production of 250 to 300 machines a year.

Belorussian plants satisfy part of Russian
consumers’ demand for excavators. Among
them are Amkodor, Dorelektromash, Pinsky
Plant of Small Tools and Equipment, PMK-567,
and BAZDorMash. From January to September
2018, Belarus imported 120 excavators to Rus-
sia, which is 20% below the previous year level.
Notably, in 2017 a decrease of supplies could

also be observed compared to the performance
of 2016. Our country imports from Belarus both
conventional MTZ tractor-based excavators and
models mounted on dedicated chassis.

Production of wheel loaders increased by
27% (253 machines were manufactured) over
the period of 2018 under consideration. 

More than half of those machines were pro-
duced by Amkodor-Bryansk, a plant specializing
in assembly of loaders by the well-known Be-
larus brand. Therefore, they can be called do-
mestic products only tentatively. The Bryansk
branch of Amkodor exceeded the past year per-
formance by 12%. Taking into account 400 load-
ers that have been supplied directly from Be-
larus, the share of Amkodor in the Russian
market has reached 13%. However, the moder-
ate growth in Bryansk (plus 16 machines) failed
to compensate for the drop of supplies from
Belarus (minus 20% or 82 machines).

ChSDM (Chelyabinsk Construction and Road
Machines) Plant of RM-Terex group keeps on
enhancing production of new generation wheel
loaders after discontinuing outdated models in
2015. At the end of 2016, the plant released the

first new TL 150 loader. For 9 months of 2017
and 2018, 25 and 58 machines of this model
were assembled, respectively. 

Production of wheel loaders at ChTZ-Ural-
track never exceeded 10–20 machines a year
even at the plant’s best times. For the past
9 months, the plant produced as few as 2 load-
ers which is 6 times fewer than the year before. 

Road Construction Machinery Factory (Zavod
Dorozhnykh Mashin) located in Yaroslavl Region
is a new player in the market. The factory
started production of this type of equipment not
long ago and it is gradually enhancing its pro-
duction volumes. For the reported period of
2018, the factory produced 49 loaders which is
nearly by half more than the year before.

Kovrovsky Electromechanical Plant has also
added wheel loaders to its own line of road con-
struction machines. A few years ago, Kovrovsky
Plant, in cooperation with a Czech company,
launched 3 t ANT-3000 loaders. However, it is
too early to speak of any significant production
volumes as these machines are still manufac-
tured as single items. 

Oryol Pogruzchik Plant, which used to be in
a common industrial group with Dormash and
faced bankruptcy in 2016, after two years of
shutdown found a new owner. DorAgroMash
purchased from Oryol-Pogruzchik a workshop
that is part of Dormash, a plant in the Oryol.
DorAgroMash specializes in production of spare
parts for agricultural, construction and road
machinery, and repair of such machinery. The
new owner of the plant in Oryol is planning to
manufacture construction and road machines.
Production of telehandlers is the priority task.

Dynamics of backhoe loader market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018
(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers) Dynamics of wheel loader market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018

(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers)
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Launch of production in the purchased workshop
is preliminarily planned for February/March
2019, yet everything depends on the rate of
preparatory operations since large scope of
work for the site modernization is imminent.

Production of skid steer loaders showed a
moderate growth this year: 405 machines have
been manufactured, 4% above the result of Q1–
3, 2017. The market share of domestic ma-
chines is 26%. In the pre-crisis period, Russian
manufacturers satisfied nearly 80% of the do-
mestic market demand for this type of ma-
chines, which were manufactured at the rate of
more than 1,100 units per 9 months. 

While machines of MKSM series by Kurgan-
mashzavod used to prevail in the market,

Kovrovsky Electromechanical Plant overtook the
leading positions over the last years. From Jan-
uary to September 2018, the plant manufactured
281 ANT loaders. Although this figure is some-
what lower than the past year’s result (minus
18 units), it significantly exceed performance of
other skid steer loader manufacturers.

Kurganmashzavod reported production of
92 MKSM skid steer loaders for Q1–3, 2018,
which included 25 machines on top of the pre-
vious year number.

SAREX, another production asset of the
bankrupt Traktornye Zavody Concern, together
with Kurganmashzavod, enjoyed positive dy-
namics over the past 9 months: 32 machines,
which is 10 machines more than the year be-
fore.

Production of dozers, after the last year’s
positive dynamics, started to decrease again:
404 units of machinery, or minus 10% compared
to the performance from January to September,
2017. The market share of domestic manufac-
turers dropped from 27% (last year) to 23%.
Before the crisis we occupied over 60% of the
market while the three leading plants, ChTZ-
Uraltrack, Promtraktor and VgTZ, altogether
manufactured more than 3,000 dozers for a
three-quarter period. 

For the reported period of 2018, ChTZ-Ural-
track experienced the biggest drop of produc-
tion volumes. The largest Russian dozer man-
ufacturer managed to produce only
162 machines of this type, by 40% less than the
performance of the same period of 2017. Ac-
cording to information provided at the beginning
of November by the Principal Directorate of
Chelyabinsk Region for Labor and Employment,
1,500 employees of ChTZ-Uraltrack have been
transferred to part-time work upon the em-
ployer’s initiative. 

Promtraktor Plant produced 92 dozers from
January to September, 2018 hereby maintaining
the past year rate of production. Still, by the
end of this year, the Cheboksary tractor manu-
facturer is planning a 1.5 time increase of pro-
duction volume compared to the year-before
performance, i.e. up to 200 dozers.

A small plant of DST-Ural in Chelyabinsk in-
creased its production over this year by 78%
compared to the 9-month period of 2017 with
150 manufactured dozers which is not far below
the result of its neighbor, the giant tractor plant
of ChTZ-Uraltrak. 

The future of Dormash plant in Oryol that
got bankrupt in 2016, along with Oryol-
Pogruzchik, is still obscure. The enterprise,
which mainly specialized in production of auto-
graders, also manufactured small quantities of
10 t traction dozers. Some time ago, Oryol mass
media passed information that the plant was of
interest to investors whose names could not be
disclosed officially, yet non-official sources did
mention construction and road machinery man-
ufacturers that were well-known in the Russian
market. However, the situation is still not getting
off square one: the plant is not operating, its
property is being sold to pay the debts. More-
over, an industrial park may be built in the future
on Dormash site as the region authorities ne-
gotiate with potential investors willing to finance
the site modernization. The size of plot for the
potential industrial park that may replace Dor-
mash is 35 ha, but some areas have already
been purchased.

Production of autograders has not helped
to retain the past year’s success when a 50%
growth was observed over Q1–3. The current
result is 427 machines, 4% less than the year

Dynamics of skid steer loader market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018
(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers)

Dynamics of crawler dozer market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018
(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers)
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“old-timer”, DZ-98V? Remarkably, in the “abun-
dant” petrodollar years ChSDM yielded 300 au-
tograders and 300 loaders per quarter.

The new player in the autograder market,
Road Construction Machinery Factory, this year
also found itself in the minus column as it man-
ufactured twice as few graders as over the
9 months of 2017, i.e. only 20 machines.

Irmash Plant, which has been absent from
the autograder production statistics for a long
time, has come up with 2 machines over the
past 9 months. Is it a lot or rather too little?
The answer is: it is a typical situation for Irmash
because even before the crisis production of
autograders was not its core business.

Imported Machinery

Results of the first three quarters of 2018 in the
new import machinery segment turned out to be
much more modest compared to the same period
of the previous year. While a year ago more than
two- or threefold growth was observed for the most
demanded types of construction and road machines,
the current growth rates have dropped dramatically
compared to the past year, and some types of con-
struction and road machines even show negative
dynamics.

The situation with the most demanded imported
machines in 2018 remains the same as during the
preceding years. Wheel loaders are the leading item
of import volumes. They are followed by swing ex-
cavators and backhoe loaders. The volumes of sup-
plies of other machinery are smaller. 

The trend of recent years is gaining the momen-
tum: leading global companies transfer their pro-
duction sites to developing countries in order to
bring down their costs. All started with China, how-
ever now China is not as cheap as it was 10 years
ago, so the list of countries has expanded to include
India and Thailand. Machinery manufactured in
these countries is intensively imported to Russia.

The segment of used imported machinery has
been showing, for the third year in a row, a steady
low volume of supplies, which is by an order lower
than before. Adoption of Resolution No. 81 “Disposal
Charge on Self-Propelled Vehicles and/or Their
Trailers and Introduction of Changes to Certain Acts
of the Russian Government” of February 6, 2016 re-
sulted in a significant increase of custom duties
which made import of used machinery cost-ineffi-
cient.

Import of wheel loaders, after a 2.5-time
growth over the past year, slowed down dramati-
cally in Q1–3, 2018: the plus column includes the
modest number of 3% or 3,269 machines. Never-
theless, supplies of wheel loaders retain the
largest volume among the groups of construction
and road machinery under consideration. Yet the
current result falls short of the pre-crisis per-
formance by nearly 70%.

China traditionally occupies leading positions
in the total volume of new imported loaders with
the 84% share among foreign brands in the re-
ported period of 2018. Number one is SDLG (Volvo
Corporation) with 662 loading machines, this adds
14% to the past year result and constitutes a 24%

Dynamics of autograder market in Q1–3, 2017 and 2018 
(according to data from ID-Marketing, ASM-Holding, Stroydormash and manufacturers)

before. At the best times, in post-Soviet Russia
over 1,000 graders were produced per 9-month
period. Traditionally, the share of domestic
graders in the market is rather high, namely,
63%, (the same as the year before). 

Two of three large players survived, Bryan-
sky Arsenal and ChSDM, both are companies
of RM-Terex group. Bryansky Arsenal improved
its performance compared to the previous year

by manufacturing 331 autograders from Janu-
ary to September, which is by 17% higher than
the performance for the same period of 2017.
ChSM, in its turn, decreased its production rate
nearly twice with its 74 manufactured auto-
graders. A question arises: is that because all
efforts were directed at enhancing production
of the new series of wheel loaders... or rather
because of a dramatic drop of demand for the
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share among other Chinese brands. For many
years this brand has been neck and neck with its
main competitor, XCMG. But this year supplies by
XCMG dropped by 39%, to 408 machines. Apart
from the two leaders, the most significant vol-
umes are also registered with Shantui – 265 ma-
chines, SEM (Caterpillar Corporation) – 225 ma-
chines, LiuGong – 222 machines. These three
companies managed to improve their perform-
ance compared to the past year.

Among non-Chinese brands, the leaders are
Volvo – 116 machines, Liebherr – 84, and Hyundai
– 64. Supplies by the Korean brand decreased by
42% compared to the first 9 months of 2017. A
few dozens of JCB, Komatsu and Caterpillar
wheel loaders have also been imported.

Import of used loaders includes 39 units, or
1%, of all machines of this type declared at the
customs.

Import of swing excavators over the last years
consistently occupies second position behind wheel
loaders. Notably, import of excavators considerably
exceeded supplies of wheel loaders before the crisis.
In view of the fact that nearly one fourth of foreign
brands of excavators are now manufactured in Rus-

sia, the share of foreign products reaches 87%. From
January to September 2018, import of new excava-
tors reached 2,402 units (which exceeds the past
year performance by 18%), and 724 foreign ma-
chines were manufactured in Russia (44% more
than the past year). It should be kept in mind that
import of swing excavators per 9 month of pre-crisis
years exceeded 5,000 machines.

The best performer is Hyundai that left its com-
petitors far behind by supplying 719 excavators to
Russian customers. Still, the current result falls
short of the past year performance by 4%. This
leader is followed by three companies that have
their own production sites in Russia: Komatsu (im-
port – 122 machines; production – 336 machines),
Hitachi (import – 110 machines; production –
319 machines), and Caterpillar (import – 256 ma-
chines; production – 69 machines). All three com-
panies improved their performance compared to
the past year. Volvo has also lifted its level relative
to Q1–3, 2017, by supplying 313 excavators, 38% in
surplus. On the contrary, the site in Kaluga belong-
ing to the Swedish manufacturer has been shut
down for more than a year. On the heels of the five
leaders is Doosan with 273 declared earth-moving

machines, 80% more than in the past year. In addi-
tion, about 50 JCB and Case excavators have been
imported. This year is marked by the start of official
dealer supplies of Kobelco excavators with 66 ma-
chines imported over 9 months. Other brands are
imported in minor quantities.

Supplies of used excavators over the reported
period reached 58 machines. 

Import of backhoe loaders has exceeded the
past year performance by 48% reaching 1,936 units.
In spite of the considerable growth, the current re-
sult is quite modest, since more than 4,800 ma-
chines of this type used to be imported per 9-month
period of pre-crisis years. 

JCB is the permanent leader of the Russian
backhoe loader market. For the reported period,
949 backhoe loaders of this brand were imported,
15% more than in the past year. Britain occupies a
49% share in the import structure. Caterpillar with
its 313 machines is far behind, nevertheless it is 4
times the past year performance. Case reported 196
machines (+76%). John Deere reported 118 ma-
chines (+55%). Less than 100 backhoe loaders were
declared by each of these companies: New Holland,
Hidromek, MST and Komatsu. 

Bobcat backhoe loaders by Cukurova Makina, a
Turkish company, introduced in the Russian market
in 2017 were supplied only as single pieces this year.
Sales of Mecalac, a brand that was barely known in
Russia before, were launched in 2018 resulting in
import of 30 machines for the reported period. An-
other new participant of the backhoe loader seg-
ment, Gehl, also declared 30 machines for the re-
ported period of 2018.

Import of used backhoe loaders for Q1–3, 2018,
was as low as 15 machines, although only recently
the same time was enough to import more than half
thousand of used machines.

Import of skid steer loaders is characterized
by more modest figures compared to their “big
brothers” with similar purpose. For the first three
quarters of 2018, import of new machinery reached
1,060 units, which is by 21% higher than the result
of the same period of the past year. Before crisis,
the volume of supplies for the same period
amounted to 2,500 machines.

For the past 15 years, Bobcat steadily carries the
palm in the market of skid steer loaders. The result
of the past 9 months is 402 machines. The increase
compared to the past year performance is minor,
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2%. The market share in the import segment is 39%.
Competitors are left far behind: Case reports 137
machines (2.36-time growth), JCB – 105 machines
(52% drop). A few dozens of machines of these
brands were imported: New Holland, Caterpillar,
Gehl, John Deere, Earthforce (Chinese office of
Doosan Bobcat). Starting from 2017, Mustang, a
brand of skid steer loaders that used to be known in
the Russian market, has is no present in statistics.

Chinese brands hold only 10% of new machinery
import. The most significant supply volumes are
registered with Lonking (56 machines) and LiuGong
(28 machines).

62 used machines were imported for the re-
ported period of 2018.

Import of dozers has increased by 15% this year
reaching 1,230 machines. Here we should add
34 dozers imported from Belarus. Over the last
years, Shantui dozers that are assembled by Ma-
chine Building Alliance (Mashinostroitelny Alyans)
using CKD sets are supplied in Russia as Beldozers.
Until recently, declared volumes included only a few
pieces, however, in 2017 and 2018 the tendency to
growth emerged. It should be noted that for three
quarters of pre-crisis years our country imported
up to 1,800 dozers, from China manufacturers
mostly. 

Results of Q1–3, 2018 revealed an increase in
share of new imported dozers to 74% (66% a year
ago). A remarkable decrease of share of Chinese
products is observed this year, from 50% of the past
year to 38%, with position overtaken by premium

class machines by Western manufacturers. Thus,
the premium segment has come to the fore. Ko-
matsu is leading with 329 dozers reported for 9
months, which is twice as high as the past year per-
formance. Caterpillar is in the second place with its
performance improved by 24% compared to the past
year (183 machines). Liebherr is the third: 146 ma-
chines and nearly 1.5-time growth. The result of
John Deere is 83 dozers, 30% above the figure of
the same period of 2017. Minor import of Case and
Dressta products is also reported.

In the Chinese segment, Shantui dozers are the
most popular product, the same as before: for the
reported period of 2018 import of these machines
reached 309 units (including machines assembled
in Belarus), which is 22% less than the year before,
or 64% of all Chinese dozers. Import of dozers other
brands from the People’s Republic of China is much
lower: Zoomlion – 80 machines (-23%), Shehwa –
33 machines (2.5-time drop). The rest of Chinese
brands were imported only in minor quantities mak-
ing the total of 61 machines.

The segment of used machines showed nearly
a two-time decrease compared to the past year
reaching 33 machines – almost 20 times fewer than
before adoption of the Resolution on Disposal
Charge.

Import of autograders is very modest; this seg-
ment features rather strong positions of Russian
manufacturers. Moreover, volumes of supplies from
foreign countries dropped by 36% over the first
9 months of 2018 to 175 machines. At the same time

production of foreign-brand products in Russia ex-
perienced growth. 

This year non-Chinese brands made 65% of sup-
plies. John Deere is the leader with 68 machines
assembled from January to September 2018, at its
plant in Domodedovo (3.7 times more than a year
ago), also 7 aurograders were imported. The top
three include: Caterpillar – 31 machines; and Case
– 20 machines; these two companies improved their
past year performance.

The remaining 35% of the segment of new im-
ported autograders are shared between manufac-
turers from the People’s Republic of China. SEM
has the largest volumes of supplies with its 33 ma-
chines (-33%), XCMG – 18 machines (-1 unit), Shan-
tui – 14 machines (7-time growth), Liugong – 13 ma-
chines (+44%). SDLG, in spite of its relatively high
result last year (25 machines), in 2018 experienced
a 3.5-time drop of supplies.

From January to September 2018, 2 used auto-
graders crossed the Russian border maintaining the
tendency to decrease of used machinery supplies.

Import of wheel cranes, in spite of the 82%
growth for the 9 months of 2018, is still rather low
compared to the segment of domestic lifting ma-
chines. For the first 3 quarters, 190 new wheel

cranes were imported which makes 11% of the total
market capacity.

Although the share of Chinese brands in the
segment of imported wheel cranes shrank over the
last years, these products are still the majority.
XCMG alone declared 96 cranes for the reported
period, which is half of the total imported volume.
Also 29 and 2 cranes were imported by Sany and
Zoomlion, respectively.

The premium segment is tight both in terms of
players quantity and crane supplies: Tadano –
21 machine, Liebherr – 20 machines, Terex – 16
machines, Grove – 5 machines, Kato – 1 machine.

26 used cranes were imported – nearly as many,
as the year before.

Experts in the industry believe that the tendency
to slower growth of the construction and road ma-
chinery market will persist until the end of this year
and, possibly, over the next year as well which is re-
lated to internal and external economical and political
factors that affect Russian economic growth.

We thank ID-Marketing (www.id-marketing.ru) and
M. V. Struk, General Manager of Stroydormash, for

assistance in obtaining statistical data.
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Domestic Production: Ups and Downs

We must pay tribute to Russian manufac-
turers that were able to retain their dominating
position in the domestic market of truck-
mounted cranes during the whole post-Soviet
period. Unfortunately, the majority of other mar-
ket segments of construction and road machin-
ery (excavators, forklifts, road rollers, etc.) have
been controlled by foreign companies for quite
a long time. About 80% of the Russian market
of wheel-mounted cranes have been averagely
owned by domestic enterprises during the re-
cent decade. Moreover, their share exceeded
90% in 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

How could our crane-building enterprises
achieve such great success against the back-
ground of the total loss in the battle against for-
eign brands in other segments of construction
and road machinery? 20 years ago, Russian
companies first of all succeeded in conquering
the key segment of 25 t truck-mounted cranes,
which share in domestic production has
amounted to about 70% during the recent years.
Last but not least, domestic cranes are sold at
more attractive prices in comparison with for-
eign analogs. Another important argument is
the use of mass-produced vehicle chassis (also
domestic) as a basis for domestic cranes. Ad-

vantages of such a choice are obvious: avail-
ability, reasonable price, high maintainability.
Major Russian manufacturers also own well-
developed dealership and service networks. Be-
sides that, enterprises that form the core of the
Russian crane-building industry have modern-
ized their production facilities and overcome
the technological gap. 

Two holdings played the key role in the market
of domestic truck-mounted cranes during the
pre-crisis period: Ivanovskaya Marka with its sub-
sidiary production facilities (Avtokran in Ivanovo
and Gazprom-Kran in Kamyshin), and Kudesnik
– with Galich and Klintsovsky Truck Crane Plants.
In total, these holdings owned about 85% of the
market. Both of them had approximately equal
shares with a difference of 1–2%.

The market situation has considerably
changed during the second wave of the crisis.
It was primarily caused by bankruptcy of
Ivanovskaya Marka and its subsidiary production
facilities. Besides that, several more companies
have left the market of truck-mounted cranes
since 2008.

In 2017, only four real players remained in
the domestic market of truck-mounted cranes,
Galich and Klintsovsky Truck Crane Plants, Av-
tokran (which changed its name to Ivanovo Ma-

chine-Building Plant Avtokran OOO (IMZ Av-
tokran)), and Chelyabinsk Mechanical Plant
(CMZ). In 2018, Kamyshin Crane-Building Plant
(former Gazprom-Kran) started giving some
signs of life.

The large manufacturer of truck-mounted
cranes, Ulyanovsk Mechanical Plant No. 2 (UMP
No. 2), does not exist anymore. This enterprise
produced more than 500 truck-mounted cranes
per year before the first wave of the crisis. Un-
fortunately, the plant could not overcome the
crisis of 2008: the production of truck-mounted
cranes reduced to several dozen per year. In
2016, UMP No. 2 was declared bankrupt.

In 2014, Donex plant, a subsidiary of Afina
Pallada group of companies, ceased its produc-
tion facilities. Administration of Donetsk located
in the Rostov Region is seriously concerned
about the situation with the oldest city-forming
enterprise, and there is still no way out of it. 

In 2014, Uglichmash OAO also owned by
Afina Pallada group of companies went bank-
rupt. Uglichmash in its prime produced more
than 500 truck-mounted cranes per year. 

Furthermore, Motovilikha Plants, Yurga Ma-
chine-Building Plant, Sokol plant in Samara,
KRAST plant in Stavropol, Ivenergomash, and
Zavidovsky EMP have disappeared from the reg-
ister of Russian manufacturers of truck-
mounted cranes since 2008.

Tuymazino Concrete Mixer Trucks Plant
(TZA) has been trying to set up production of

truck-mounted cranes during the recent 10
years. In 2007, TZA presented its first 36 t crane.
The enterprise further produced a small batch
of cranes, but mass production has not been
launched. In 2014, the enterprise again at-
tempted to return to the crane industry. Joint
project of KAMAZ and Palfinger Sany – 25 t
truck-mounted Sany crane on KAMAZ chassis
– was presented at СТТ’2014. However, the joint
project never reached mass production stage.

Major Russian enterprises have suffered sig-
nificant losses during the recent four years, but
despite a number of economic crises, they were
able to maintain their basic profile – production
of truck-mounted cranes. 

The crisis had the most impact on Avtokran
and Gazprom-Kran.

Ups and Downs of the Crane Market

After a prolonged recession, the Russian market of construction and road machinery demonstrated
positive dynamics in 2017. Positive trends had an impact on the segment of wheel-mounted cranes*,
one of the most significant segments in the domestic market of construction and road machinery.
There was growth in both domestic production and import.
After the peak of 2013 when the total production volume amounted to 6,120 cranes (taking into account
domestic production, import of new and used machinery as well as supplies from the Republic of Be-
larus), the volume was steadily declining during three years starting from 2014 and reached its min-
imum in 2016: 2014 – 4,177 cranes; 2015 – 2,240 cranes; 2016 – 1,812 cranes. We also note that after
the first wave of the crisis in 2013, the market never achieved the record level of 2008 when the market
volume amounted to 7,653 cranes. Another important detail: the greatest market decline during the
previous crisis was in 2009, and the following four years were characterized by growth. 
Result of 2017: 2,311 wheel-mounted cranes were produced – 27% more in comparison with 2016.
This result gives the hope that the bottom has been passed, and the crisis is finally over. However,
taking into account a more than threefold reduction in the market volume during the last three years,
the last year’s increase is far from being significant.

By Vladimir Novoselov

Production of truck-mounted cranes 
in the Russian Federation in 2013

Production of truck-mounted cranes 
in the Russian Federation in 2016

Production of truck-mounted cranes 
in the Russian Federation in 2017

* The article deals with truck-mounted and special chassis cranes as well as rough terrain cranes.
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Battle for Avtokran

Being the largest Russian manufacturer of
truck-mounted cranes producing up to
2,500 cranes during pre-crisis years and up to
5,000 cranes during the Soviet period, Avtokran
(Ivanovo) faced serious financial problems in
2014. In comparison with 2013, Avtokran pro-
duced twice as less lifting machines – just 1,070.
In 2015, the situation continued deteriorating: the
annual production volume reduced to 80 cranes.
The plant moved to a reduced working week: first
a four-day week, then a two-day one. Avtokran
employees (there were about 2,000 employees
then) left without any money went on strikes nu-
merous times (the plant’s debt to its employees
was about 150 million rubles as of late 2015). Ar-
bitration Court of the Ivanovo Region received
numerous bankruptcy notices from ex-partners
of the plant. As was noted by www.kp.ru with the
reference to Deputy Head of the Ivanovo Branch
Office at Sberbank Olga Mitrofanova, problems
with credit repayment emerged in October 2014
as top-managers of Avtokran OAO were pursuing
risky credit and investment policy. In 2014, high
leverage and losses of the enterprise led to early
withdrawal of credits or reduction of credit port-
folio in Avtokran OAO by other banks. 

Governor and Government of the Ivanovo Re-
gion, the Ministry of Industry and Trade and the
Federation Council were trying to solve the prob-
lem. In 2015, there was a hope that the situation
will improve: potential investor, Severstal,
showed its interest in the plant. However, the
deal was not completed. Besides Severstal, a
number of potential investors were interested
in Avtokran. Unfortunately, it did not lead to any
real deal. 

Desperate employees were even trying to
reach out to Russian President, wrote a letter
to him in which they reported that the enterprise
would not be able to complete a defense order
in 2015. They asked the Supreme Commander
to make their enterprise part of the Russian de-
fense industry. However, according to Ivanovo
News, the letter was returned with the comment
that this issue did not concern the Kremlin and
had to be solved by the Regional Government. 

In 2016, the battle to save Avtokran contin-
ued. The enterprise was still operating as best
it could. In 2016, it was able to produce
225 cranes. The number of employees reduced
to 1,109 persons. Bank accounts were arrested
due to debts, all property was signed over to
banks. 

In case of bankruptcy, it would be uncivilized
to allow compulsory sale of Avtokran OAO’s
property. There had been a great reconstruction
before the enterprise got into a crisis situation:
automated production line of U-section booms
with performance of 5,000 set of booms per year
was created, assembly shop was fully modern-
ized, reequipping works were performed in other
production facilities, serial production of modern
16 t and 25 t truck-mounted cranes Ivanovets
was mastered; moreover, prototypes of 35 t, 40 t,
60 t and 80 t cranes were developed.

In 2017, Avtokran OAO could not avoid bank-
ruptcy. In the same year, the enterprise found a
new owner which registered a new legal entity
– Ivanovo Machine-Building Plant Avtokran OOO.
Result of the previous year was production of
365 cranes and a 17-percent share in the market
of domestic truck-mounted cranes. 

In 2018, it is planned to manufacture
750 cranes. However, the first quarter resulted
in just 58 machines – one more than a year ago.
In April, the production volume reached three
cranes per day, and the enterprise plans to
manufacture five cranes per day by the end of
the year.

New top-managers predict a 15–25-percent
annual growth and return of the previous share
in the domestic market in future. Export plan for
the current year – 100 cranes. Challenge for the
future – to sell up to 30% of its products abroad.
Among relevant tasks is development of the
model range. Particularly, it is planned to pro-
duce 32 t cranes. The enterprise also intends to
modernize booms; a new cabin is also worked
on, and it is planned to launch it into manufacture
in May 2018. Perspective direction is develop-
ment of new markets in related industries, par-
ticularly, production of railroad and sea cranes
as well as slewing bearings for wind turbines. 

The current model range of IMZ Avtokran in-
cludes 16 t truck-mounted cranes with 18 m
and 23 m booms (U-section); 25 t truck-mounted
cranes with 21 m (including Bulldog series with
U-section boom on 2-axle chassis) and 30.7 m
(U-section) booms; 35 t truck-mounted cranes
with 30.34 m boom (U-section); 40 t truck-
mounted cranes with 30.34 and 37.8 m booms
(both U-section type). Cranes are mounted on
KAMAZ, Ural and MAZ vehicle chassis.

Return of Kamyshin

When the second crane asset of Ivanovskaya
Marka (Gazprom-Kran in Kamyshin), which was
also in a crisis situation, left the market in 2014,
it was not an outstanding event. The plant had
been producing not more than 300 truck-
mounted cranes per year during the recent
decade while it annually produced more than
2,000 lifting machines in the Soviet times. How-
ever, it is necessary to consider peculiarities of
the produced cranes when evaluating this en-
terprise’s market position. After Gazprom-Kran
became part of the Ivanovo holding in 2006, it
manufactured only 32 t and 50 t truck-mounted
cranes, which occupy a small niche in the Russ-
ian market. And Gazprom-Kran was among
leaders on each of these segments.

In 2014, production volumes of Gazprom-
Kran reduced by almost three times in com-
parison with 2013, and amounted to 59 cranes.
In 2015, the plant produced 8 cranes, in 2016 –
6 cranes. There has been a multi-million salary
debt to employees of the plant during 2015–
2016; many employees were on administrative
leaves or were fired (there were earlier about
1,300 employees). In December 2016, Gazprom-
Kran AO was declared bankrupt with appropri-
ate bankruptcy proceedings for the period of
six months. In 2017, truck-mounted cranes
were not produced. 

Former employees were certainly afraid that
all property would be compulsorily sold as a
result of bankruptcy, and it would be impossible
to restore the enterprise. It is encouraging that
the worst scenario has not materialized. 

Kamyshin plant owning unique technological
equipment was able to save its production pro-
file. The new owner returned to the enterprise
its former name – Kamyshin Crane-Building
Plant. In January 2018, the enterprise started
the recruitment process. As of the beginning of
the second quarter, more than 200 employees
were recruited. The first post-crisis 32 t truck-
mounted crane was supplied to the customer
in late March. 

Top-managers of Kamyshin Crane-Building
Plant have set the task for 2018 to reconstruct
and revive the enterprise, and it is planned to
start the full-cycle work and increase monthly
production volume to 37 cranes in 2019. It is
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initially planned to concentrate the production
process in one shop. Production facilities will
be further expanded after growth of production
volumes. The revival process will be accompa-
nied by reconstruction of shops, their reequip-
ping and modernization. 

The current model range includes 32 t, 35 t,
40 t, 50 t, 60 t and 80 t cranes. However, spe-
cialization in these types of cranes alone is un-
likely to enable the enterprise to significantly
increase its production volumes. 25 t models
are in most demand in the market. Kamyshin
Crane-Building Plant plans to enter this mass
segment while maintaining all other available
models in the product range.

Galich and Klintsy: 

Overcoming the Crisis

The problems that emerged at plants of the
former Ivanovskaya Marka were certainly an ad-
vantage for enterprises of Kudesnik holding –
Galich and Klintsovsky Truck Crane Plants. Sig-
nificant deterioration of the large competitor’s
market positions enabled Galich and Klintsovsky
plants in total occupy a considerable market
share – from 75% in 2015 to 63% in 2017. At that,
within the framework of the prolonged economic
crisis in Russia and the sharply reduced demand,
production volumes of GTCP and KTCP were de-
creasing. After the historical peak of 2013 when
2,195 were produced, there was a further fall in
production volumes: 2014 – 1,805 machines,

2015 – 1,544, 2016 – 1,092. In 2017, against the
background of the starting market recovery, the
two plants in total produced a higher number of
cranes – 1,343 cranes (644 – GTCP, and 699 –
KTCP). In the first quarter of 2018, the enter-
prises did not demonstrate positive dynamics in
comparison with the same period of 2017: GTCP
produced 148 cranes (7% less); KTCP produced
142 cranes (10% less).

The overwhelming majority of what GTCP and
KTCP produce are 25 t models – about 70% of
the annual production volume. Besides most de-
manded 25 t models, GTCP also produces a wide
range of 32 t, 50 t, 60 t, 70 t and 100 t Galichanin
truck-mounted cranes on domestic and foreign
chassis. KTCP’s product range includes 16 t and
40 t Klintsy machines. 16 t cranes are produced
with 18 m and 23 m hexagonal booms. There is
a wide range of 25 t models as well: classical
low-price cranes with 21.7 m box section boom;
with 21 m hexagonal boom; with 23.7 m U-sec-
tion boom; with 24 m hexagonal boom; with 28 m
hexagonal boom; with 31 m U-section boom;
with 32.5 m U-section boom; with 40 m U-section
boom. Besides traditional truck-mounted
cranes, KTCP produces PKS series lifting cranes
with 28 m and 32.5 m booms. These machines
are full-featured 25 t truck-mounted cranes able
to rapidly transform into aerial work platforms.

Since 2005, the following works have been
performed at GTCP and KTCP: modernization of
production facilities, and development of new

competitive crane models. Both enterprises can
produce elongated booms made of rectangular
profile sections, cranes with U-section and
hexagonal section booms, innovative elliptical
booms for a 100 t model. 

Indomitable Chelyabinsk

Despite the crisis in the Russian economy,
Chelyabinsk Mechanical Plant (CMZ) was able
to strengthen its market positions. The share
of the enterprise in the segment of domestic
cranes has grown by 2–3 times: from pre-crisis
7–10% to 22% in 2016 and 19% in 2017. Pro-
duction volumes of Chelyabinsk Mechanical
Plant have also decreased during the recent
years in comparison with the pre-crisis level;
however, the situation with CMZ is not so dis-
couraging against the background of the overall
multifold fall. After the record of 2012 when 477
truck-mounted cranes were produced, there
was decrease in production volumes during the
next two years: 2013 – 369 truck-mounted
cranes; 2014 – 298. The enterprise further
demonstrated growth: 2015 – 361 cranes; 2016
– 363; 2017 – 408. In the first quarter of 2018,
the plant produced 111 truck-mounted cranes
and exceeded the last year’s result by 15%.

Since 2017, Chelyabinsk Mechanical Plant
has been producing 16 t, 25 t, 32 t, 40 t and 50 t
Series PLUS truck-mounted cranes of the new
generation. These cranes have a new U section
boom, new reinforced upper frame, new under-
frame, new operator’s cabin; other innovations
have been implemented as well. 16 t cranes
are equipped with 19 m booms; 25 t cranes –
with 21.7 m, 28.1 m and 33 m booms; 32 t
cranes – with 26.7 and 33 m booms; 40 t cranes
– with 34 m booms; 50 t cranes – with 34.3 m
booms. There are modifications with a cradle.

State Will Help

The Russian Government has recently paid
attention to the fact that there are not only oil
and gas in Russia, but also competitive machine-
building facilities manufacturing products that
are in demand both in the domestic market and
abroad. Certain funds were allocated to many
enterprises (not only crane-building), and other
state support measures have been imple-
mented. For instance, in order to develop export,
the Russian Ministry of Industry and Trade and
Russian Export Center AO launched measures
to stimulate demand for Russian machines in
external markets, including by subsidizing man-
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ufacturers’ losses related to certification and
approval of products (Government Decree of the
Russian Federation No. 1388 as of December
17, 2016). Besides that, the Ministry of Industry
and Trade extended the program of subsidizing
preferential leasing of construction and road
machinery (Government Decree of the Russian
Federation No. 518 as of May 3, 2017) and
launched the new mechanism of subsidizing
preferential loans for users of agricultural, con-
struction and road and utility machinery as well
as equipment for food and processing industries
(Government Decree of the Russian Federation
No. 163 as of February 17, 2018). In 2017, Galich
Truck Crane Plant AO launched serial produc-
tion of 100 t truck-mounted cranes due to state
support (Government Decree of the Russian
Federation No. 1312 as of December 30, 2013).
Total volume of investments into the project
amounted to 100 million rubles, 25 million of
which the enterprise received from the federal
budget. In 2017, in order to bring innovative
products to the market, the Ministry of Industry
and Trade granted to Chelyabinsk Mechanical
Plant OAO state support in the amount of
72 million rubles for production and sale of pilot
batches of 25 t and 50 t truck-mounted cranes
with increased support contour (Government
Decree of the Russian Federation No. 634 as of
May 25, 2017).

Comprehensive approach to development of
the Russian machine-building industry within
the framework of implementation of the above-
mentioned state support measures must in-
crease volumes of consumption of these ma-
chines as well as ensure growth of investment
activity of machine-building companies as far
as development of technological competences
and expansion of the range of domestic truck-
mounted cranes are concerned.

Situation in the Neighboring Countries

Crane-building companies in neighboring
countries – the Republic of Belarus and Ukraine
– are traditionally interested in the Russian
market of truck-mounted cranes. About 200 to
300 cranes per year were supplied to Russia
from former Soviet republics during the pre-
crisis years. However, supply volumes sharply
decreased after 2008. 

Import of Ukrainian lifting machines was
fully stopped. Cranes produced by Drohobych
Truck Crane Plane, Krayan plant in Odessa as
well as (to a lesser extent) Strela plant in
Brovary were earlier popular in Russia. How-
ever, Krayan plant ceased its activities in 2012.
It was followed by Strela plant in Brovary. Dro-
hobych Truck Crane Plane’s problems started
with the new government in power in Ukraine
in late 2013, and in 2016 the plant was declared
bankrupt.

Mogilevtransmash owned by Minsk Automo-
bile Plant remained the only supplier of truck-
mounted cranes to the Russian market. The
enterprise earlier supplied a considerable share
of its cranes to Russia – from 20% to 40% of
the annual production volume. Mogilevtrans-
mash used to produce 700 cranes per year, up
to 200 of which were supplied to Russia. A num-
ber of crises in the Russian economy had an
impact on production and supply volumes of
the Belorussian plant: in 2014, it produced
197 truck-mounted cranes, in 2015 – 165, in
2016 – 105. In 2017, the enterprise considerably
increased its production volume and produced
178 cranes. However, the volume of supplies to
Russia turned out to be 24 cranes in 2017
against 28 cranes in 2016. There is further pro-
duction growth in the first quarter of 2018: 60
truck-mounted cranes have been produced in
three months – 46% more than a year ago.

Mogilevtransmash’s model range includes
15 t, 16 t, 20 t, 25 t, and 32 t truck-mounted
cranes with own-produced crane systems as
well as 40 t and 60 t models with cranes pro-
duced by Zoomlion (China). All cranes are pro-
duced on MAZ chassis.

Import in Decline

Import of new wheel-mounted cranes to
Russia during the pre-crisis period (before 2008)
has been quite significant and comparable to
production of a medium-sized domestic plant.
The peak of supplies was in 2008 when 1,200
cranes were imported – 700 new and 500 used
cranes. Foreign companies have not been able
to achieve the pre-crisis results during the next
years. In 2012, the supply volume hardly ex-
ceeded 1,000 cranes, 668 of which were new
and 342 were used machines. In 2015 and 2016,

import reduced to its minimum. In 2015,
100 new and 75 used cranes were imported, in
2016 – 74 new and 23 used cranes. Share of
new imported cranes in 2015–2016 fell to 5%,
the one of used cranes – to 3% and less.

The main reasons for such fall are crisis in
the Russian economy, considerable growth of
rates of the main currencies as well as the re-
cycling fee introduced in Russia. This fee was
formally introduced both for domestic and im-
ported machines. In fact, it was done to skirt
WTO sanctions, which do not enable to create
discriminatory conditions for imported prod-
ucts. This law also enabled to protect the Russ-
ian market against domination of used ma-
chines. Conditions for domestic and foreign
companies were quite different. Foreign man-
ufacturers were in the most unfavorable posi-
tion. Demand for imported machines within the
framework of decrease of business activity and
twofold growth of Euro and US dollar exchange
rates has reduced; moreover, the disposal fee,
which is actually to be paid by consumers, has
been introduced.

Last year, foreign suppliers gained pace
against the background of some revival in the
market of construction and road machinery:

import of new cranes increased almost twice
and amounted to 145 cranes, the volume of sup-
ply of used machines hardly changed and
reached 26 cranes.

During the first two months of 2018, a very
small number of cranes were imported: 20 new
and 2 used cranes. 

Volume of the Russian market of wheel-mounted cranes from 2008 to 2017

Structure of the Russian market 
of wheel-mounted cranes in 2017
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China is Not a Dominant 

Power Anymore

The major supply volume of new imported
cranes in pre-crisis times was traditionally from
China. In 2008 and 2012, the share of Chinese
products in the segment of new imported cranes
amounted to 72%. Import from China has sig-
nificantly decreased during the last few years. In
2016, supplies from the Celestial Empire reduced
to the historical minimum: there were only
10 Chinese cranes among 74 new imported ones.
As a result, the share of Chinese products in the
segment of new imported cranes fell to 13%. In
2017, there was growth of supplies from China –
65 cranes were imported (45% of import). How-
ever, the result of January–February 2018 was
minimum – only one Chinese crane was declared.

XCMG had been the permanent leader among
Chinese brands for a long time. More than 300
wheel-mounted cranes of this brand per year
were imported to Russia in the pre-crisis times.
The worst results were in 2015 and 2016 when 3
and 6 cranes, respectively, were imported from
China. In 2017, the volume of supplies grew to
33 cranes. No XCMG cranes were imported to
Russian in the first quarter of 2018.

Another important (until recently) player
from China was Zoomlion. This company was
annually supplying more than 150 cranes to
Russia before the crisis. In 2014 and 2015, the
volumes declined to several dozen cranes. In
2016, no supplies were performed. 

Since 2013, active promotion of Sany cranes
has started in the Russian market; there were

no active supplies before that. The reason for
extensive activities was creation of a mutual
enterprise of Palfinger and Sany as well as or-
ganization of Palfinger Sany Cranes, an exclu-
sive distributor of Sany cranes in the Russian
Federation and CIS countries. In 2013, 69 ma-
chines of this brand were imported. In 2014,
46 wheel-mounted cranes were declared. In
2015 and 2016, there were no active supplies.
In 2017, the volume of import grew to 30 cranes.
Only one Sany crane has been imported during
the first two months of 2018.

Chinese cranes of other brands are hardly
represented in Russia.

Compact Premium Segment

Major international manufacturers of lifting
machines have been widely represented in Rus-
sia for a long time. The segment of new im-
ported cranes is dominated by such companies
as Liebherr, Tadano, Terex, Grove. A consider-
able number of Kato cranes were also imported
in particular years. Sennebogen wheel-
mounted cranes are imported to Russia in sin-
gle quantities. Cranes of other manufacturers,
for instance, Luna, TCM, Locatelli were im-
ported in very small amounts before the crisis;
their supplies were further stopped.

Liebherr traditionally occupied the largest
share in the segment of new imported wheel-
mounted cranes. For instance, its market share
in pre-crisis 2012–2013 amounted to 12%. The
largest supply volume was in 2012 when 95 ma-
chines were declared – much more than other

manufacturers in the premium segment were
able to import. The worst result was in 2015 – 2
cranes. In 2016, Liebherr imported 10 cranes,
in 2017 – 22, in January–February 2018 – 4. >
100 t Liebherr cranes not having Russian
analogs have been mainly imported during the
recent years. 

The largest supply volume was in 2013 when
49 machines were imported – the best result in
history. They were declining during the next
years: 2014 – 19 cranes; 2015 – 8; 2016 – 1. In
2017, the American manufacturer declared
11 cranes. 8 cranes were imported in the first
two months of 2018. This year, rough terrain
cranes constituted the major supply volume.

Import of Grove cranes has decreased con-
siderably in comparison with the pre-crisis pe-
riod. The best result was in 2008 when 48 ma-
chines were imported. After the first wave of
the crisis, the volumes were not restored: in
2012 – 21 cranes imported, in 2013 – 20; in 2014
– 6; in 2015 there were no supplies; in 2016, 4
cranes were declared. In 2017, the results
slightly improved: 9 cranes were imported. In
January–February 2018, there were no supplies.

Even in most successful years, more than
50 Tadano cranes were hardly supplied to the
Russian market. However, even at the height of
the crisis, supplies of this brand were stable in
comparison with its competitors. For instance,
49 machines were imported in 2014; in 2015 –
36; in 2016 – 44; in 2017 – 32. The company de-
clared 7 cranes in January–February 2018. Sus-
tainable supply volumes enabled Tadano to sig-

nificantly increase its market share which
growth from 4% in 2013 to 60% in 2016. In 2017,
its share amounted to 22%. The trend of the re-
cent years is dominance of supplies of rough
terrain cranes produced by Tadano.

The historical maximum of supplies of Kato
cranes during the whole post-Soviet period was
in 2013 when 55 machines were declared. There
were no active supplies of these cranes during
previous years. After 2013, the volumes started
reducing. In 2014, 36 cranes were imported, in
2015 – 11, in 2016 – 4. There was a slight growth
in 2017 – 6 cranes were imported. There were
no supplies of wheel-mounted cranes of this
brand during the first two months of 2018.

Highly-Demanded Type

In contrast to domestic wheel-mounted
cranes, the segment of imported machines is
more versatile, both by lifting capacity and by
chassis type. Cranes on vehicle chassis are
mainly produced in Russia; foreign manufactur-
ers also supply cranes on special vehicle chassis
and rough terrain cranes. Models on special ve-
hicle chassis prevailed in the total volume of
supplies of new imported wheel-mounted
cranes during the pre-crisis period. Their share
amounted to about 80%, and the share of rough
terrain cranes amounted to about 20%. However,
there was a tendency towards sharp increase
of the share of imported rough terrain cranes in
2015 and 2016: in 2015 – 56%, in 2016 – 68%.
Their share decreased to 18% in 2017 and re-
turned to average values of previous years.
Rough terrain cranes of non-Chinese brands
are mainly supplied to the Russian market.

When evaluating supplies of new imported
cranes by lifting capacity, we can note that im-
ported non-Chinese machines mainly have lift-
ing capacity above 50 t while Chinese machines
mainly have lifting capacity within the range of
25–50 t, namely the most capacious segment
where positions of domestic crane builders are
strong. 

Author of the article expresses appreciation
for assistance in provision of statistical information
to ID-Marketing OOO (www.id-marketing.ru) and
M. V. Struk, Director General at Stroydormash
ZAO.

Import of new wheel-mounted cranes 
to the Russian Federation (by brands) in 2013

Import of new wheel-mounted cranes 
to the Russian Federation (by brands) in 2016

Import of new wheel-mounted cranes 
to the Russian Federation (by brands) in 2017
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BAUMA CTT RUSSIA 2018 On the 19th International Construction Ma-
chinery Exhibition, MANITOU VOSTOK OOO pre-
sented a Gehl GBL818S backhoe loader manu-
factured by Manitou Group, and an MC18 compact
rough terrain forklift produced in France. Ma-
chines have unique features that distinguish
them from market alternatives.

The Gehl GBL818S backhoe loader is de-
signed for construction and municipal works.
Key machine features are the smallest turning
radius (7.2 m outer tire radius), and 5.8 m
digging depth – the best among similar models
on the market.

The operation weight of Gehl GBL818S is
7,930 kg with up to 3.5 t capacity. The model
has a 92 hp diesel engine and is equipped with
a 7-in-1 multi-purpose bucket, telescopic stick,
and hydraulic circuit for attachments. The au-
tomatic alignment of the front bucket prevents
soil spilling on the operator’s cab. The machine
is equipped with two hydraulic pumps. One can
be de-activated during driving or performing
light works to reduce fuel consumption.

The МС18 compact rough terrain forklift
can be used in the construction and agricultural
industries. The machine is designed to lift up
to 1.8 t loads with up to 5.5 meter height. The
MC18 is 1.45 m wide and not more than 2 m
high.

The forklift has a 30 cm road clearance –
the largest among rival products. This allows
the MC18 to come over any obstacles and work
on different surfaces.

The machine off-road performance is en-
hanced by the four-wheel steering option. Two-

wheel steering allows driving up to 25 km/h
and reducing fuel consumption by 12.5%. To-
gether with a compact 26.5 kW engine, it allows
only 3.5 l/hour fuel consumption.

The MC18’s cab design meets the ISO 6055
(FOPS) requirements securely protecting the
operator against falling objects. The panoramic
roof is made of two sheets of laminated safety
glass and has no steel frame. This provides an
optimal overview and allows the operator to
watch the load during its hoisting. Due to the
hood double coating with rigid durable and flex-
ible isolating layers, the noise level in the cab
is reduced down to 79 dB (average market value
is 86 dB).

Thanks to an easy engine access from the
hood located behind the seat, an operator can
examine the unit without special tools and cab
lifting.

The Gehl GBL818S backhoe loader and the
MC18 compact rough terrain forklift are available
for purchase at the official dealer. A Russian
agricultural company has become the first
buyer of a new MC18.

“We expect a high interest in the Russian
market towards novelties presented at the
bauma CTT RUSSIA 2018 Exhibition. Such type
of machines as the Gehl GBL818S is popular
with clients due to its unique features. The
MC18’s characteristics are unique in the market,
which will allow occupying the free niche of the
compact off-road forklift trucks segment. We
plan to ship about 200 units of the Gehl GBL818S
and 10 units of the MC18 by the end of 2018,”
said Evgeny Prokopenko, Construction and In-
dustrial Machinery Sales Manager at MANITOU
VOSTOK OOO.

• 22 681 visiting professionals;
• participants from 26 countries;
• Innovations to increase attractiveness.

On June 5–8 the Crocus Expo venue in Moscow held the 19th International Exhibition of
the Construction Machinery and Technologies – bauma CTT RUSSIA. For the first time
held under a new brand, the event improved last year results both in participants and
visitors numbers.
A total of 586 exhibitors (4% more than the last year) from 26 countries worldwide pre-
sented their novelties and achievements to the Russian and CIS-countries market on the
60,000 sq.m area. The top ten participant countries were Russia, China, Germany, Italy,
Turkey, Finland, Spain, Korea, Belarus, and Belgium.
This year the bauma CTT RUSSIA Exhibition once again had four national sectors of China,
Finland, Germany and Italy.
The exhibition attracted 22,681 visitors (+10% compared to 2017) not only from Russia,
but also from Belarus, Kazakhstan, and other CIS-countries.
For the first time, there was an outdoor show floor where participants presented John
Deere, Manitou, SDLG, Locust and Wacker Neuson machinery in action showing their ca-
pabilities and performance.
WorldSkills is a world non-commercial movement with the aim to increase the prestige
of working professions and to improve craftsmanship. At the exhibition, they presented
open trainings in two skill sets: Heavy Machinery Maintenance, and Concrete Construc-
tion Work. The Championship was sponsored by Doka and Volvo who provided materials
and equipment.
And, as usual, we summarize the exhibition and present novelties in our regular issue.
Some companies had already shown them in two previous issues in the “Preparation for
the Exhibition” section while others chose not to reveal the information until the exhibi-
tion display. Moreover, this year had some new brands that gave the opportunities to see
their machinery and accessories. Exhibitors paid much attention to servicing and up-
keeping their machines.
We offer you the following package of new developments and flagman solutions, and in-
vite you to re-visit some display stands.
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Ivanovets cranes are again at the exhibition
after a short brake. Today, the main topic of
AVTOKRAN IMZ is weight efficiency of truck
cranes. Cranes were presented at the stand
the way they arrived from Ivanovo to Moscow
under their own power without the fear of
weight checking. Not a single part was trans-
ported by other means.

The tradition of AVTOKRAN IMZ, the Russian
oldest engineering school, is to make cranes
that do not require element dismounting, and
can be immediately plugged & played preventing
any chassis overload. Due to the stricter re-
quirements to weight checking, there is another
accent – no overweight!

The AK 25 Series MAZ 6312 truck crane (6 ×
4; Euro 5) is a crane with a 4-section 30.7 m long
boom, and a convenient operator’s cab with elec-
tric proportional control. The crane can travel
roads with a 10 t allowed axle load without over-
weight in the configuration it was presented (in-
cluding 40+ m high fly jib). It is not necessary to
remove counter-weight, outriggers, or fly boom
(the latter can be switched to the travelling
position directly on the boom). Not a single com-
petitor can boast that. The exhibition crane was
also equipped with the operator’s cab tilting
option that also increases the structure weight.

The second AK 25 Series Crane was mounted
on the URAL-4320 Next truck (6 × 6; Euro 5).
A similar boom and similar cab with the electric
proportional control system. Cranes with a 6 ×
6 wheel arrangement cannot bear a boom crane
unit over 30 m and still meet the axle load re-
quirements without dismounting crane elements.
The Ivanovets was the first to show such solution
on the basis of the Ural Next chassis. Thanks
to a light-weight Zollern winch with a built-in

planetary gear, engineers could implement their
traditional weight advantage as an actual con-
sumer value: a 6 × 6 chassis truck crane can
now have a Plug&Play boom over 30 m, and
meet the weight limit for 10 t axle load road.

Putzmeister presented at the exhibition the
LW Putzmeister BSF 42-5.16 Н Series truck-
mounted concrete pump, which became the
company’s 2018 season première, with its total
weight of 29.5 t, and an over 36 m boom.

A new truck-mounted concrete pump meets
the existing regulations on dimensions, weight,
and axle load for common road, which are de-
signed for a 10 t per axle load.

Light weight is your profit – proofed by
Putzmeister! The total weight of a Putzmeister
BSF 42-5.16H pump machine is 29,260 kg
(32,000 kg allowed). First axle: 8,370 kg (9,000 kg
allowed). 2-3-4 group axles: 20,890 kg (22,500 kg
allowed).

Up to 160 cubic meters of mix per hour per-
formance, up to 85 bar of mix pressure at a 2,100
mm cylinder stroke and its diameter of 230 mm.
An optimal mix performance-to-pressure ratio,
and geometry of supply cylinders and pistons.
The new truck-mounted concrete pump minimizes
fuel consumption, improves operation safety and
footprint while also improving work performance
and profitability. This is achieved by the installed
EPS (Ergonic Pump Control) systems, SN vane
switch control systems, and the PushOver system,
which prevents pressure peaks affecting wear
intensity. The 42 5.16 Н pump serves longer at a
lesser consumption and wear; therefore, it is
cheaper and more profitable!

It is equipped with the EGD (Ergonic Graphic
Display) with the self-diagnostics function. Online
operation is supervised automatically and dis-
played notifying the operator about any possible
failures. A chance of breakage, non-scheduled
repair, and, therefore, pump shutdown is mini-
mized. All this helps the operator to work safer
and more profitably. The EGD system offers

work reliance, stability and safety to the operator,
and predictable and clear results of pump op-
eration to the owner.

The boom is made of high-strength steel.
Traditionally high quality of Putzmeister manu-
facture and assembly – the RZ-type boom spread-
ing, and OSS (One Side Support) system for
confined spaces ensure flexible usage. Various
pump installation locations (including central
city streets) allow safe and efficient operation
wherever it is needed – not just permitted!

A two-layer concrete conveying pump (in-
cluded) features double wear resistance margin
as compared to conventional concrete conveying
pumps. Work reliability and efficiency due to in-
creased time between repairs allows longer op-
eration and larger pumping!

The pump is mounted onto the Volvo FM 460
chassis with a 469 hp engine. The Tridem layout
is an absolutely new approach to the truck-
mounted concrete pump building! A pneumatic
suspension of axle groups features centralized
control and automatic even load distribution. A
steering axle allows greater maneuverability.

A Webasto cab with a bunk, independent en-
gine heater ensures operator’s convenience
(along with safety and reliability).

A high-pressure washer, winter hydraulic
accumulator, hopper sieve vibrator, and many
other devices are also worth noticing.
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Politrans presented two new models at the
bauma CTT Russia 2018 Exhibition: the TSP
94183-0000042-0300 semi-trailer with a de-
tachable loader arm (front), and the TSP 94183-
0000030-0H00 lowboy semi-trailer.

The TSP 94183-0000042-0300 41 t lowboy is
made using high-strength steels. This allowed to
reduce the semi-trailer’s unladen mass to 12.1 t.

The main purpose of the semi-trailer with a
detachable loader arm is to transport high large
wheel and crawler vehicles with low road clear-
ance.

This semi-trailer features an ergonomic cou-
pling/uncoupling scheme. The loader arm design
has been improved resulting in both allowed
weight reduction and convenient coupling/un-
coupling.

The semi-trailer is equipped with quick-re-
lease couplings (QRC) for electric and pneumatic
equipment. In general, the coupling/uncoupling
process takes only 8 steps.

The standard semi-trailer configuration in-
cludes attachable sliding aluminum ramps,
which provide small angle for the machine run
in, and ensure lower impact during handling.
They can also be used for back platform run in.

The semi-trailer has a combined steel/wood-
en platform floor. Such solution ensures greater
grip when loading machines.

Lashing eyes on the working and upper plat-
forms are used to fasten and secure goods
during loading.

The semi-trailer has a 3 axle pneumatic in-
tegrated suspension with electronic and pneu-
matic control. It combines functions of the elec-
tronic controlled air suspension (ECAS) and the
lever drive of a conventional suspension with a
swivel valve (eTASC is the combination of the
TASC system and ECAS solenoid valve).

A definite advantage of this system is the
ability to manually control the pneumatic system
when there is no power from the trailer until
the failure is eliminated. This semi-trailer’s
system increases the service life of the trailer’s
compressor unit by means of electronic scanning
of suspension position in relation to the load
platform, and its control reducing the compressor
unit utilization time.

The lowboy is equipped with a vibration-re-
sistant pressure gauge to control axle load.

The laden mass of a full TSP 94183-0000030
(0H00 configuration) semi-trailer is 8.8 t which
provides a 30.2 t capacity.

The semi-trailer is equipped with a pneumatic
suspension with a 360 × 200 mm brake mecha-
nism, and low-profile 385/55 R19.5 single tires.
For 445/45 R19.5 tires, the capacity can be in-
creased up to 33.2 t.

The height of the loading platform is 1,000
mm, and the floor level valve can reduce the
height down to 975 mm to transport high loads.

The road clearance is 210 mm. This is an
innovative achievement for this type of semi-
trailers; it allows driving over road surface
bumps and light off-road conditions without
damaging the suspension.

The semi-trailer has a light frame design
made of domestic 09G2S low-alloy steel while
the frame floor is made of high-strength wear-
resistant steel.

The working platform is equipped with lashing
eyes, eye-bolts and holes for secure load fas-
tening.

The standard configuration includes:
• Light angle ramps made of high-strength

steel that can be shifted within a 500 mm
range;

• Rectangular struts;
• Front shield to prevent load offset during

braking;
• Front stops and bumper rods to correctly

position crawling machines on the working
platform;

• Telescopic wideners to handle and transport
very wide machines.
The semi-trailer has a pressure gauge. The

semi-trailer’s road axle loads fully meet all
regulations of the Russian law.

This year Atlas Copco’s stand had a wide
array of first-class machines of four main divi-
sions: water, electricity, light, and air. 

Visitors had the chance to find a series of
interesting novelties: motor-driven pumps,
pumps, diesel generators, light posts, and
mobile compressors. Most of them have been
covered in our journal before. This time we
would like to tell about the new generation
Atlas Copco E250 mobile motor compressor
with a 6–13 bar pressure range and a
4.8–6.6 m3/min capacity.

Motor compressors are an excellent alter-
native to diesel compressors if there is a power
supply on-site when a sustainable compressed
air demand is present.

A wide pressure range makes the E250 com-
pressor an all-purpose source of compressed
air for different applications, and the VSD motor
allows lower generators for start-ups. This
model also features a great capacity: Atlas
Copco engineers managed to achieve 40% more
capacity at the same power. The Hard Hat
shock-resistant housing made of linear poly-
ethylene provides reliable protection and ex-
cellent appearance, and external power sockets
allow additional capabilities and convenient op-
eration. Mobile Atlas Copco power compressors
are designed for outdoor operation.

The new model aroused much interest with
the exhibition visitors.

BY THE WAY

In the course of the bauma CTT RUSSIA Exhibition, bauma held a press-
breakfast where it presented the overview of new designs to Russian
media journalists – a year prior to the world’s largest Messe München
Exhibition Site: the territory of the Munich-East Exhibition Center will be
increased by 9,000 m2 up to 614,000 m2; the number of showrooms will
be increased up to 18 (inner area will amount to 200,000 m2). Organizers
expect a larger number of exhibitors than that on bauma 2016.
“The territory will have two new showrooms and a more observable lay-
out: we’ve optimized conditions to hold the next bauma Exhibition,” said
Klaus Dietrich, Chairman of the Messe München Management Board.
The upcoming major exhibition of the construction industry, equipment for construction materials and mining
equipment will be held on April 8–14, 2019.
Now, there is a great demand for exhibition areas in the whole world. The new showroom location layout facil-
itates wayfinding on such a huge territory. Theme division of certain exhibition sectors will guide visitors di-
rectly where they need. The major changes, at first glance, are: the largest division, i.e. construction
machinery, trailers and attachments, has got another one out of five showrooms as well as additional outdoor
area adjacent to the exhibition center. The Accessories section will take five showrooms instead of four. Form-
works and scaffolding will now be in showroom B3. Lifting equipment will be exhibited in showroom C4.
Showroom C6 will have a new conference center with additional rooms for conferences.
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At the bauma CTT Russia International Con-
struction Machinery Exhibition, Galich Mobile
Cranes plant JSC presented their last develop-
ments of cranes at their exhibition stand: the
first Russian 100 t capacity all-road mobile
crane, the modern 35 t capacity all-road mobile
crane, and the unique truck loader crane with
the truck hydraulic hoist function.

Galich KMU 150 truck loader cranes gradually
cover the Russian market of hoist machinery;
they look like full-functional truck cranes with
similar characteristics.

The exhibition stand showed the KMU-150
GALICHANIN truck loader crane with a 7 t ca-
pacity, 19.0 m long boom, hydraulic hoist function
mounted on the KAMAZ 43118 (6 × 6) all-road
chassis.

The advantages of the truck loader crane
against similar imported models are:
• 360° pivot of the crane pillar without working

zone and limit pivoting position limitations;

• Load moving within the whole 360° area at
the same load-lifting characteristics;

• Loaded boom telescoping at the same load-
lifting characteristics;

• 15° boom lowering below the horizon level
for easy boom inspection and maintenance.

• Independent outrigger extension;
• Six-section boom made of high-strength

steel using wear-resistant sliding plates
that provide a 19.0 m maximum reach;

• Fast winch;
• Convenient ladders and working platforms.
• Night-time lighting;
• Operator’s protection against weather con-

ditions;
• IP67 moisture-resistant electric system;
• High serviceability.

The KMU 150 truck loader crane has a fully
functional truck hydraulic hoist with up to 24.0
m lifting height of a working platform (basket)
(version with up to 12.0 m lifting height is avail-
able).

The truck hydraulic hoist has its advan-
tages:
• Truck hydraulic hoist is manufactured ac-

cording to all requirements of GOST 53037
2013 “Mobile Elevating Work Platforms.”;

• The working platform (bucket) is certified
as per requirements of the Custom Union
Technical Regulation “On Machine and Equip-
ment Safety” (CU TR 010/2011);

• The boom can be lowered by 15° below the
horizon level for easy working platform
(bucket) maintenance and access;

• A two-man working platform (bucket) has a
250 kg capacity allowing to withstand the
weight of two workers and equipment;

• Up to 400 V electrical insulation of the
working platform ensures workers’ electric
hazard protection in case a power line is
energized;

• The working platform can be lifted up to
24.0 m (a 12.0 m lifting height version is
available);

• Truck hydraulic hoist is equipped with tele-
scoping rear supports for greater stability;

• Truck hydraulic hoist features a remote radio
controller with the cable connection ability.
For safe work assurance: the working plat-

form (bucket) has safety guards protecting
workers’ hands when holding rails from an ac-
cidental collision between the working platform
and objects in the service area, and an eye for
safety harness connection; the working platform
(bucket) gravitation leveling mechanism at any
boom tilting angles; emergency mini-station
for quick lowering of the boom and working
platform in case of an emergency.

The truck loader crane can be mounted on
any truck chassis.

The manufacturer provides unparalleled
150% support for all potential buyers, existing
and new dealers who have KMU 150 on the
balance and preparing for its purchase.

The manufacturer’s exhibition stand featured
the official service center – Kontsern Vse Krany
OOO, Moscow. It provides technical support, main-
tenance, and repair of all GALICHANIN cranes,
and the 150% support program for KMU 150.

The audience expressed a vivid interest in
the flagman of the Galich Mobile Cranes Plant
– the first Russian 100 t capacity all-road
mobile crane KS 84713 6 GALICHANIN designed
and assembled with the support of the Russian
Ministry of Industry and Trade.

The KS 84713 6 mobile crane with a 51.0 m
long boom in the unfolded condition, and a 51.5
m maximum hook lift height (87.1 m with the
extension) is ideal for mounting/dismounting
tower cranes, cell towers, wind power plants
and industrial facilities erection which requires
the lifting of heavy loads.

The crane is equipped with MZKT 750001
(10 × 10) chassis designed for Russian off-road
conditions.

Crane mechanisms of the pivoting unit have
a separate hydraulic drive and a YaMZ 534 liquid
cooling engine.

The crane has a rigid five-section telescopic
boom with an elliptical shape profile (OVALOID).
Patented profile structure allows the reduction
of the boom weight, increase of its rigidity, and
decrease of sacking during load operation.

Elliptic boom section is the newest trend in
the world’s crane building industry.

The truck crane boom is made at the man-
ufacturer’s plant using unique equipment, Ger-
man ENT press that is unique to Russia.

The 8.6 × 7.8 m support contour allows load
working in the 360° area at the same load-
lifting characteristics in the frontal working
zone “above the cab.”

The use of the regulated hydraulic drive and
flow distributor system (LUDV system) ensures
a guaranteed alignment of working operations
independent of pump supply; fast and exact
adjustment of the pressure fluid flow independ-
ent of the external load; reduced pressure
losses and heat release; and shows significant
energy efficiency.

The crane has the following options:
• 18 m (10 and 8 m) long high-loaded two-

section boom extension (arm) that can be
mounted at a 0°, 15° and 30° angle;

• Two intermediate 6.0 m long lattice-like sec-
tions between the boom and the arm;

• The second (auxiliary) load winch with a
single block (hook) at the boom head with a
5 t capacity hook suspension, which elimi-
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nates the need to re-reeve rope and allows
independent works on the main boom and
single block;

• Additional detachable counter-weights.
The truck crane has the same functions as

foreign alternatives and even surpasses them.
The latest development of the Galich Mobile

Cranes Plant is the 35 t capacity KS 55721 5V
GALICHANIN all-road mobile crane mounted
on the KAMAZ-63501 (8 × 8) chassis designed
and assembled as per modern demands of the
crane machinery market.

The crane is equipped with a four-section
boom with U-section profile made of the Strenx
high-strength steel grade.

The unfolded boom length is 33.2 m – the
best characteristics in this capacity class.

Apart from the main 5.45 × 6.1 m support
contour, another contiguous 5.45 × 2.28 m sup-
port contour can be used with up to 10.0 t
loads.

The mobile crane corresponds to all regu-
latory loads as per Russian Law No. FZ-257
dated November 8, 2007. It allows free movement
on all types of motor roads.

The crane has the ability to tow a trailer
transporting counter-weights and accessories
between construction sites.

The crane has the following options: 9 m
long high-loaded two-section boom extension
(arm) with adjustable 0°, 20°, and 40° tilting
angle with a 4.0 t capacity; load winch surveil-
lance camera to control drum rope winding; up
to 6.5 t weight composite counter-weight to in-
crease characteristics for medium and far
reaches; single block (hook) with an additional

winch to perform auxiliary operations at max
speed; Arctic package; oil cooler; advanced
SPTA kit.

Galich Mobile Cranes Plant’s also introduced
its innovational novelty – the use of a trailer as
part of mobile cranes.

GAKZ AO’s engineers found the solution on
independent moving of mobile cranes with a
full set of counter-weights using common motor
roads without violating the law and utilizing
additional vehicles.

This solution is towing of a trailer using
GALICHANIN mobile cranes mounted with a
coupling device, and electric and pneumatic
connectors to tow a trailer. The mounting of
the towing device is agreed with the KAMAZ,
URAL, VOLVO manufacturers; the crane’s vehicle
passport includes an appropriate entry to tow
a trailer.

Participation in the bauma CTT Russia In-
ternational Exhibition is a unique opportunity
not only to present the latest developments of
construction machinery, but also to show your
experience and professional expertise to the
entire world.

TEKHINKOM, the official distributor of the
DY Corporation, presented new products for
the Russian market: DY truck loader cranes
mounted on KAMAZ and ISUZU chassis.

The stand had an absolute 2018 novelty –
the DY SS1966 truck loader crane with a 19 tm
load moment mounted on the KAMAZ 43118
chassis. This model has a two-circuit hydraulic
system with separate valves for drilling and
load lifting, which ensures high performance
and reliable operation. The negative tilt angle of
the DY SS1966 boom allows load lifting and
lowering in pits, ditches and trenches. Attachment
clamps are made by the manufacturer, which
ensures the unit warranty. The drilling pillar
and boom are reinforced and do not require
special operations to install drilling rigs. Special
attention should be paid to the innovative cab of
the truck loader crane that features the remote
transport mode switching function.

The TEKHINKOM exhibition stand also had
one of the most popular and demanded models
on the Russian market – the DY SS1956 truck

loader crane mounted on the KAMAZ-65207
chassis. DY truck loader cranes are known for
their long service and exceptional lifting capacity.
For instance, the rope truck loader crane has a
capacity of 400 kg at a maximum reach of 19 m,
and 7,400 kg at a minimum reach of 2 m.

The DY SS2725LB truck loader crane mounted
on the ISUZU GIGA 33.40 EXTRALONG chassis is
designed to perform lifting loads of up to 11 t.
The maximum load moment of the DY SS2725LB
truck loader crane is 29 tm. The rope truck loader
crane has a capacity of 950 kg at a maximum
reach of 20.2 m, and 11,000 kg at a minimum
reach of 2 m. This model was also produced spe-
cially for the bauma CTT RUSSIA 2018 Exhibition.

The presented exhibits of DYSS1966 mounted
on the KAMAZ-43118 chassis, DY SS1956 mount-
ed on the KAMAZ-65207 chassis, and DY
SS2725LB mounted on the ISUZU GIGA 33.40
EXTRALONG chassis found their buyers straight
away at the bauma CTT RUSSIA 2018 Exhibition.
All DY truck loader cranes supplied to Russia
are provided with warranty and service in Russia
thanks to a large dealership network of the
TEKHINKOM Company.

BY THE WAY

The exhibition program included the Shell Group’s
seminar “Reduction of the Ownership Expenses of
Construction Machinery.” It was held by Sergey
Moshkin, a specialist in the Shell lubricant materials.
He claimed that 87% of large construction compa-
nies have faced non-scheduled shutdown of con-
struction machinery; and 60% of them are sure that
it was due to the lubricants used. At the same time,
the majority of companies (53%) expressed confi-
dence that lubricants can reduce expenses at least
by 5%. The presenter specified that using Shell pro-
duction can in fact reduce the total machinery own-
ership expenses by 25% in some cases.
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The PSM-Hydraulics® (Pnevmostroy-
mashina OAO) trademark presented several
new products.

Among them is the 411.К.80 bent fixed
axial piston hydraulic pump (40° cylinder bent
angle). Pump’s 80 cm3/rpm displacement is

designed for fixed and mobile units. Maximum
operating pressure: continuous – 350 bar, peak–
400 bar. Connecting dimensions correspond to
DIN/ISO 14. The 411.К.80 hydraulic pump is
used in truck loader cranes, elevated working
platforms, hoists, and utility machines. Thanks
to the innovations used in this model (solid
cast aluminum body, steel cylinder block, switch-
ing rotation direction without pump dismounting),
the 411.К.80 pump has all the chances to put
competitive pressure on American, Swedish
and Italian alternatives in the market. The pump
passed bench testing and trials in lumbering
operations in Permsky Krai taiga – since De-
cember 2017 this new product has been used
as part of the Velmash manipulator, and has
already shown good results.

The 415.0.85 variable pump was firstly in-
troduced to experts exactly at the bauma CTT
Russia 2018 Exhibition. This pump with an
85 cm3 displacement swash plate was designed

to be used as the main hydraulic system pump
of K 744 Kirovets tractors (all configurations);
it is also suitable for К-703М, К-702 МВ industrial
versions. Technical parameters are fully com-
parable with the German alternative A10VNO
085 DFR.

The KTR.12.100 3 port brake pressure-re-
ducing valve is designed to control the braking
system drive of construction and road (Tveks
excavators, Bryansky Arsenal and Chelybinsky
Stroitelno-Dorozhniye Machiny motor graders,
front loaders of different manufacturers), forest,
agricultural, and utility machinery, hoist and
transportation mechanisms and other special
machines. The KTR 12.100 valve has 6 ranges
of reduced pressure which allows to give 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 16 MPa pressure proportionally adjustable
by the tilting angle. The maximum flow of pres-
sure fluid is 70 l/min; the valve’s weight is 5 kg.

Hydraulic distributors were also presented.
The 04 RS.120M sectional hydraulic distributor
with the LS function can functionally replace
the following hydraulic distributors: ЕХ 38 (Hy-
droControl), and PVG 32 (Danfoss). Husco, Hy-
drocontrol, Nordhydraulic are foreign brands
that are widely used on different kinds of special
machines; and there is a high-quality Russian
alternative in the market. PSM Hydraulics
showed their partners a line-up of sectional
distributors:

• 1 to 8 working sections of a hydraulic dis-
tributor;

• Slide valves with a 30, 50, 75, 100, 120 l/min
throughput capacity;

• The Load Sensing (LS) function: fine control
of operations independent of the working
tool load.
Control modes: manual, proportional hy-

draulic, proportional electric hydraulic, and
electric proportional with manual back-up.

The RC120 Series hydraulic distributors can
be used on various truck loader cranes, tree
harvesters, metal loaders, utility machines, and
waste trucks.

The PSM Hydraulics® display featured com-
ponents of a hydrostatic transmission (HST).
The 416.1.90 variable axial piston hydraulic
pump is designed for closed-circuit fixed and
mobile units.

The 416.1.90 Series pumps are swash plate
pumps (tilt angle 20°) that are supplied with a
90 cm3/rpm displacement bi-metal steel block,
with connection dimensions as per SAE/DIN/ISO.
Maximum operating pressure: continuous – 400
bar, peak– 450 bar.

Control modes: proportional servo control,
proportional hydraulic control, proportional
electric control, discrete electric control. The
416.1.90 hydraulic pump with the LS (Load
Sensing) option can maintain the set speed of a
concrete mixer, for example.

The 406.1.90 fixed hydraulic motor together
with a 416.1.90 variable hydraulic pump form
hydrostatic transmission for various special ma-
chines: combine harvesters, road rollers, concrete
mixers. The hydraulic motor also uses a bi-
metal steel block that increases wear-resistance
of the pumping unit. Operating ports of the hy-
draulic motor are located on one side. As an
option, the motor can be equipped with a block.

BY THE WAY

Winners: Valentin Kireyev,
Dmitriy Prokhorov, Igor Rykhlov

Young Builders Competed at the bauma CTT RUSSIA 
Exhibition for the First Time

bauma CTT RUSSIA 2018 surprised visitors by high-tech exhibits and
activities. The competition of the young-generation professionals was
a thing of its own. Representatives of the Young Professionals (World-
skills Russia) union competed for “The Best” title for the first time in
the outdoor site near showroom No. 3 of Crocus Expo.
The union is an official operator of the international non-commercial
movement WorldSkills International, which is organized to improve
the standards of professional training. In Russia, the organization
holds young professionals championships, and implements world
practices into the national system of secondary professional and
higher education.
The movement’s program was opened by the exhibition performance of the Worldskills Russia National
Team in the Concrete Construction Work nomination. The site was provided by Doka. Participants perform-
ing various structure erection works and showed their competence in the industry.
It was followed by the competition between large-machine operators. Members of the Worldskills Russia
National Team and college students took part in the Heavy Vehicle Maintenance Championship. Competi-
tions were supported by Volvo, which provided a L60F front loader, P4820D asphalt spreader, and EC170D
crawler excavator.
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This year, Rusbiznesavto showed machines
of various brands on two displays and partici-
pated in the showcase at the demonstration
area.

The SDLG L6210F excavator is the 2018
première of SDLG. The model is equipped with
a Deutz turbo-charged water-cooled engine.
Fuel injection pressure can be up to 1,600 bar,
which ensures complete fuel combustion. Fuel
consumption is 400 ml less compared to other
engines of the same class. This allows saving
over 1 liter of fuel every three hours. Thanks to
this and to full fuel burning, up to 10% savings
are achieved at an average load.

The excavator is equipped with a pre-injection
heater system. The system is activated when
the temperature is less than 5 degrees Cel-
sius.

The excavator’s boom is made of high-
strength steel. Materials are checked at every
stage of production. The boom can withstand
high loads.

The SDLG excavator’s digging reach is
9,940 mm, digging depth is 6,730 mm, maximum
dumping height is 5,830 mm. The working cycle
of the SDLG L6210F excavator lasts only for
11.6 sec – a less value among many competi-
tors.

The excavator has a box-type frame with in-
creased wear-resistance. The design allows
stress distribution all over the surface. This
advantage improves the excavator’s service life.

Bucket capacity is 0.9 m3. Bucket mounting
pins have chrome coating. Thanks to the bucket
plate reinforcement, they serve 20% longer.

The excavator’s cab is mounted on the hy-
draulic bed made of vibration-damping silicone
and rubber. Noise level is just like in a car. The

cab is equipped with a powerful air conditioning
unit. 13 air ducts are evenly located all over the
cab providing operator’s comfort. Low noise
level in the cab corresponds to the international
ISO6396 standard.

Operator’s seat is equipped with a display
to monitor the excavator’s condition. Sensitive
joysticks provide excavator control at finger-
tips.

All filters are conveniently located on the
outside, which allows quick maintenance. Cy-
clone air filter in the SDLG excavator consists
of two elements, for large and small particles.

Another SDLG’s 2018 new product in Russia
is the G9220 AWD, the first all-wheel drive of
already popular SDLG graders.

The G9220 AWD was developed together
with Rusbiznesavto, which has been selling this
brand’s machinery in Russia for 14 years.

The machine’s weight with the ripper is 20 t.
The ripper is 2,325 mm wide. Maximum soil
penetration is 460 mm. If necessary, the ripper
can be lifted at a 712 mm height. The grader’s
blade is 4,267 mm wide; it penetrates the soil
for 787 mm. Engine capacity is 7,146 cm3, power
is 224 hp. Maximum forward speed is 39 km/h,
backward speed – 25.5 km/h. The all-wheel
drive is provided by hydraulic motors. The trans-
mission allows loaded shifting.

Despite its huge dimensions, the SDLH
grader is a rather maneuverable vehicle. Frame
tilting angle is 23 degrees, and the turning
radius is only 7.6 m.

The standard configuration includes air con-
ditioning unit, dozer blade, grader blade, Deutz
engine, Hangchi 6WG200 Meritor transmission,
Auto cruise. Option package example: ripper,
ROPS/FOPS, leveling system.

Rusbiznesavto became an official dealer of
Kobelco. Kobelco SK Series excavators were
for the first time presented in the Russian mar-
ket: SK210LC 8, SK260LC 8, and SK350LC 8.

Kobelco’s identity is fuel efficiency achieved
due to high-tech engines and hydraulics’ low
resistance.

The Kobelco SK210LC-8 excavator is the
eighth generation machine with a 21 t weight of
the extended base version. This version provides
stability to the excavator during operation.

The machine corresponds to Tier 3 environ-
mental class. The excavator is manufactured
as per the Next ЗE principle: Enhancement,
Economy, Environment. The excavator’s engine
is equipped with electronic operation control
depending on machine’s load. Assembly reliability
guarantees high residual value, and machine’s
efficiency and automatic idle engine stoppage
system show environmental care.

The hydraulic pump of the Kobelco SK210LC 8
excavator consists of two sections. One of them
provides bucket and stick operation, the other –
boom lifting/lowering. At minimum load, the min-
imum level of liquid is supplied to the pump section,
which saves fuel and decreases engine load.

The hydraulics uses a “positive” control
scheme, i.e. dosed supply of pressure fluid. It
allows very smooth and fine movements.

The HINO (Toyota’s subsidiary) engine uses
multi-stage injection. Fuel is supplied gradually
depending on the engine load. This provides
full fuel burnout, and improves its flow.

When the engine is not loaded, and the rig
lock is activated, the engine automatically slows
down to idling. In 55 seconds the machine gen-
erates a sound warning, and in 67 seconds the
engine is shut down.

For efficiency, the excavator has two operation
modes: H (maximum power), and S (balance
between performance and fuel savings). In each
of those two modes, the excavator has 9 pre-in-
stalled operation modes for the hydraulic hammer
and destroyer – it is 5 more than the closest
competitor. Such functionality allows optimum
flow and pressure in the hydraulic system for
attachments of various manufacturers.

Special engineering solutions were used
when designing excavator’s assemblies. The
upper and lower parts of the boom are made of
cast steel.

The model can be equipped with different
bucket versions: standard, reinforced, rock,
trench, slope buckets, rippers. As an option,
two-flow arrangement can be installed, which
will allow to mount two-side equipment, e.g.
hydraulic shears, hydraulic drill, or clamp shell
bucket. Rusbiznesavto can offer a hydraulic
hammer, hydraulic drill, or rotary hoe.

Kobelco is a unique performance machine:
according to Rusbiznesavto’s information, it can
move 12.1 cubic meters of soil with only 1 liter
of fuel.

BY THE WAY

Rusbiznesavto and Kobelco Construction Machinery Со. held a press-conference at the bauma CTT Russia Exhi-
bition where they told about mutual sales plans and the Kobelco brand development in Russia. Kobelco Con-
struction Machinery Со. representatives headed by Takeshi Miki, Sales and Marketing Managing Director, and
Rusbiznesavto top-managers headed by Director General Boris Yurov participated in the conference.
The Japanese brand Kobelco has long been looking for a strong representative in Russia. In 2018, Rusbizne-
savto, with a 25-year operation experience, became such a partner. Today, the company is the official distributor
of Kobelco in Russia. During the first stage, the Russian market has three Kobelco models from the new most
effective and efficient SK Series: LC210LC-8, SK260LC-8, and SK350LC-8. In future, it is planned to import
heavier machines and strengthen the company’s positions in the mining industry.
Kobelco machines are premium-class excavator machinery marked for their fuel efficiency and reliability. De-
spite the fact that Kobelco has not had a strong presence in Russia, the country formed a pool of brand fans. For
quite a long time, the Japanese brand enthusiasts repaired their machines and searched for spare parts pur-
chasing channels on their own. Now, Rusbiznesavto assumes responsibility to solve these problems. The com-
pany’s owned warehouse allows significant reduction in spare parts waiting time. In Rusbiznesavto, road and
construction machinery is serviced by 42 off-site service crews operating in 23 Russian cities. Each of them cov-
ers several hundred kilometers.
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RM Terex presented the TX 270 and TX 300
Series excavators – company’s novelty in the
segment of heavy crawler excavators; their
manufacture started at the Tverskoy Ekscavator
plant in 2017.

The excavators have one of the best power
characteristics in their class – 147 and 190 kW,
respectively, and improved operating parameters
such as bucket capacity, digging depth, reach
and force.

The machines use the last-generation Russ-
ian YAMZ 536 engine that meets the Tier III en-
vironmental protection requirements. A smart
control system with 7 modes provides aligned
operation of the engine and hydraulic system
depending on the type of performed operations
and operator’s skills allowing power optimization
and fuel efficiency.

Crawler trucks can use both standard
600 mm wide crawlers, and special ones with
the 800 to 900 mm width. The Smart Boom
system allows the increase in work performance
accuracy and lesser fuel consumption.

The TX Series has a rich standard configu-
ration that includes a number of demanded
functional options such as rear-view camera,
night-time working light kit, mirror heating, en-
gine’s pre-start heater, fuel filling electric pump,
hydraulic circuit for active rig connection.

This excavator series are designed for heavy-
duty road, industrial, and civil construction, and
for mining and refinery industries. Efficient and
easy to use, they are designed for up to
Category IV rock and frozen soil exca-
vation. Manufacturer’s warranty is
3,000 working hours or 3 years.

The TL 150 frontal loader is
a 5 t capacity machine that is ab-

solutely new for the Russian market of wheel
loaders; it is manufactured by the Chelyabinsk
Plant of Construction and Road Machines.

The model outperforms its class thanks to
a big dumping height (up to 3.15 m) and increased
maneuverability (5.43 m wheel turning radius
and 6 m bucket swing radius). The machine di-
mensions make it the most compact among
5–t loaders, and embody the engineers’ attention
to free movement on common roads (width is
2.5 m) and trouble-free transportation on any
kind of freight vehicle (height is 3.15 m).

The machines are equipped with the Russian
530 Series YAMZ engine that shows high fuel
efficiency, low noise level and long time between
repairs thanks to its electronic control and
cooling system.

A special attention should be paid to the
cab, which was designed with maximum func-
tionality and operator’s comfort in mind. The
operator’s workplace is equipped with an er-
gonomic seat with height and tilt adjustable
using a steering column. The standard config-
uration includes a climate-control system and
rear-view camera that is displayed on the mul-
ti-task LCD monitor. The same monitor is used
to control the automatic positioning, and bucket
stabilization systems. Besides it, the cab has
the integrated protection against falling objects
(FOBS) and roll-overs (ROPS).

The loader can be provided with a wide
range of attachments, which make it a multi-
purpose machine for operation on various mu-
nicipal, road, industrial, and civil construction
sites. Manufacturer’s warranty is 3,000 working
hours or 3 years.

Meusburger Novtrak at the bauma CTT
Russia 2018 Exhibition presented their latest
products – several interesting models of lowboy
semi-trailers.

Two lowboy semi-trailers are distinguished
by their 2,510 mm axle distance. The increased
axle distance allows transporting more goods
without law violation. When the axle distance is
more than 2.5 m, allowed load for three axes is
30 to 34.5 t. Thus, the carrier can cut down ex-
penses when transporting goods.

The TP 368AZ semi-trailer, apart from
spread-out axles, is designed for convenient
operation. Tool boxes are located under the
frame, wideners are stored in a special com-
partment between the 2nd and 3rd axles. In
addition, there is a zinc-coated box on the rear
overhang for attachable aluminum ramps.

Carriers seek multi-purpose machinery; and
for that reason Meusburger Novtrak offers their
clients a lowboy to transport large-dimension
loads and containers.

The ТР 345 lowboy can carry up to 30 t of
various goods. Lowboy’s laden mass is 7,780 kg.
This semi-trailer is equipped with container
locks to transport the following kinds of con-
tainers: 2 × 20, 1 × 40, 1 × 20 on the center. The
semi-trailer’s 1st axle is a lifting one while the
3rd is a steering one. 32 t capacity aluminum
ramps are included into the supply. The semi-
trailer’s loading height is just 800 mm; the
lowboy uses 205/65 tires.

Another model seen by visitors is the TP 697
six-axle lowboy semi-trailer. The model has an
80 t capacity. The telescopic lowboy can be extended
up to 21,300 mm. The rear overhang has rubber-
and-metal coating. The semi-trailer is ideal for
transporting long over-dimensioned loads.

“In general, the exhibition has been suc-
cessful – we conducted a number of key meet-
ings, met new potential clients. However, we
would like to see more participants the next
year. I hope the exhibition will strengthen its
position,” says Aleksander Fyodorov, Head of
the Sales Department at Meusburger Novtrak.
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Traditsia K tried to fully present their huge
range of attachments at the bauma CTT Russia
2018 Exhibition.

The central place on the company’s display
was taken by new models of vibration equipment,
particularly the Delta CP150 vibrating rammer
for 40–50 t excavators, which has become the
world’s heaviest and largest. Thanks to a 20 t
force, the Delta CP150 rams 25% faster. More-
over, it allows ramming by a high bank.

The Impulse VP500 vibratory pile driver be-
came another giant at the Traditsia K stand. Ec-
centric moment of the new Impulse vibratory pile
driver reaches 8 kgm, and a simple structure
makes equipment more reliable and serviceable.

The display of Traditsia-K was also graced
by the Impulse Evolution hydraulic hammers
– the innovative development for which 13 in-
ternational patents were issued. The Impulse
EVO hydraulic hammer structure has had po-
tential sources of hammer problems eliminated
(purrs on pane and cylinder, increased wear of
working tool bushing), and misuse protection
installed along with the oil scavenge system in
the excavator hydraulic system.

The guests’ attention was drawn towards
the Hammer ERW 1000 side mill for a 30–50 t
excavator. This equipment has been imported
to Russia for the first time. The mill was located
near the Hammer НВС 750 crushing bucket
with a unique positioning of a swivel plate, and
the Hammer DSP-30 demolition shears designed
for excavators of the same weight category.

At the CTT’2018 Exhibition Traditsia-K pre-
sented Delta Parts, a new direction of spare
parts for special machines. The new brand has

united over 10,000 reliable accessories and
high-quality consumables.

Each year at the main national construction
exhibition, we get the opportunity to share our
achievements, conduct many important meet-
ings, see our clients and suppliers. CTT now is
not just an exhibition, it is a part of life, it is the
event the participation in which has become
the sign of great performance in business!

We thank the organizers of the bauma CTT
Russia Exhibition for colossal opportunities and
fun that they create every year!

Vitebskiye Podiomniki machine building com-
pany presented the new VIPO 52 01 truck hydraulic
hoist on the base of the MAZ 6516С9 chassis.
This hoist is the largest one developed and man-
ufactured in Eastern European countries.

This machine sparked a huge interest among
exhibition visitors; it has a 52 m operation
height, 35 m reach, and a 450 kg maximum ca-
pacity. Specialists expressed a high opinion of

engineering solutions that were implemented
during its development and production.

The hoist operating equipment can be mount-
ed on different chassis such as KAMAZ, MAZ,
MZKT, etc.

In the course of engineering, a possibility to
re-model special machines for the needs of
the EMERCOM, Ministry of Defense and other
services was provided.
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The Ural Truck Works presented a new
family of road vehicles and special machines
based on the Ural NEXT off-road truck.

Road vehicles with 6 × 4 arrangements were
presented: a dipper and a tractor. Vehicles
feature functionality, high performance, reliability
and comfort. Single-drive trucks make the Ural
model range diverse widening the sale segments
on the Russian markets; the new line-up also
has a high export potential. Batch production
of the road vehicle family will start in the second
half of 2018.

The Ural road dipper is a multi-purpose
vehicle that can be used by municipal services
on construction sites, as well as by large and
small industry enterprises.

This model chassis can be used to mount
different attachments. Full weight of single
trucks (without a trailer) is 25 t, which allows
their usage on common roads without any vio-
lations of technical regulations. The structure
allows the increase of the full weight up to
27.5 t. A dipper platform of a 10 m3 (12 m3) ca-
pacity of special configuration provides forward
offset of the load’s center of gravity for optimal
front axle loading.

The Ural single-drive tractor is designed
to transport heavy loads as part of local and
regional hauls. The full weight of the truck unit
is 44 t, which corresponds to the technical reg-
ulations of this machinery segment when using
common roads. The truck structure also allows
operation at a 62 t full weight of the truck unit.
The truck has a bigger cab with a bunk.

The truck’s frame design provides easy
mounting of various attachments – approx. two
hundred modifications of special vehicles for

different customer needs, including dropside
trucks, mobile cranes, covered trucks, waste
trucks, tank trucks and fuel-servicing trucks,
combined road vehicles.

A new platform was developed to create
Ural road vehicles: a variable section frame
with 8 mm side bars, 280 mm height over the
entire length with a variable width section was
used. The frame is designed for the full weight
of 27.5 t.

The design used modern components from
leading manufacturers ensuring the specified
vehicle’s service life and reliability. Trucks are
equipped with axles with up to 1 t allowed load.
Driving axles have locks between wheels and
axles that allow vehicle’s travelling in any road
conditions. The design of the front steering axle
provides up to 50-degree steering angle of
wheels ensuring great truck maneuverability.
This is especially important for hood-layout
trucks, which have greater length dimension
compared to cab-over trucks. The integral steer-
ing mechanism is used. As per customers’ re-
quests, trucks are equipped with fully metal
front buffer, and lenses light fixtures.

Road vehicles are equipped with modern
in-line Euro-5 engines manufactured by the
Avtodiesel Yaroslavl Motor Works (328 hp YAMZ
536 for a dipper, and the 420 hp YAMZ 653 for a
tractor) and with 9- and 16-speed, respectively,
ZF transmission with optimal gear ratio.

Trucks have the NEXT cab that provides a
high level of comfort and ergonomics of driver’s
seat along with easy servicing. The zinc-coated
cab elements minimize aggressive environments;
cab trim package elements are made of modern
impact-resistant polymer materials. Conven-

tional cab improves driver and passengers’ pas-
sive safety, and provides fast and easy access
to the engine without cab lifting.

Cable-operated transmission was introduced
to Ural trucks; it improves the quality of gear
shifting, decreases noise level in the cab, and
vibration on the gear lever. A small-sized gear
lever is installed in the cab on the control panel
thus improving driving comfort. The standard
cab configuration includes the cruise control
system, central lock, power windows, windscreen
heating, external side mirror heating, multi-
function steering wheel, on-board computer,
stereo system, and interior filter. The steering
column is height adjustable.

The NEXT family vehicles keep traditional
Ural brand advantages, unique off-road per-
formance and high functionality, while having
increased reliability and comfort, improved

steering and efficiency. NEXT trucks are a great
base for mounting various special machines,
and their number gets bigger every year.

The Ural NEXT platform is used to produce
dippers, crew buses, trucks, and utility vehicles
with mobile cranes, refueling trucks, tank trucks,
pipe trucks, oil rig servicing and repair machines,
etc.

The MAGNI TH SRL
display presented the
unique MAGNI ES 1612 Е
electric scissor lift with a
16 m operating height –
one of a kind in the Russ-
ian market. Generally, in
this niche of electric scis-
sor lifts produced by all
major manufacturers, the
height is limited by 14 me-
ters, but knowing MAGNI
for its world’s highest tel-
escopic loaders (up to 46
m), it is no surprise that
Riccardo Magni’s company
offers such a unique bit
of its own.

Each meter in the hoist
world is hard and expen-
sive to get for manufac-
turers.

However, we can and
should speak about MAG-
NI ES 1612 Е because
leasing companies, and
customers as well showed
a great interest for its 16
meters and price.
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EastLineSeven OOO, being an official dealer
of the SHACMAN plant, presented flagship mod-
els of various dippers and tractors as exhibits.
Among them is the SHACMAN SX41884T421T
gas tractor.

This series vehicles use natural gas as fuel
(CNG is compressed natural gas, LNG is liquefied
natural gas). This product category includes
F3000 and F2000 Series.

They are equipped with Weichai Euro VI,
Euro V class engines, and STYER or MAN tech-
nology chassis.

Power characteristics of gas engines are
the same as diesel ones. Non-stop run of these
vehicle series is 500 to 700 km.

Product advantages are fuel efficiency, smart
functions, high operation performance, safety,
reliability, high environmental protection.

BY THE WAY

At the bauma СTT Russia Exhibition, a press conference was
held between the ССМА (China Construction Machinery As-
sociation) representatives and BICES Exhibition managers.
The exhibition is held every 2 years under the initiative of the
Chinese Ministry for Mechanics and Electronics since 1989.
Today, the BICES Beijing International Exhibition and the
Seminar on Construction, Mining Machinery and Equipment
has become one of the largest construction machinery fairs
in Asia. It showcases international advanced machinery. In
2017, it attracted over 1,000 exhibitors from 20 countries
worldwide and over 100,000 visitors.
The 15th BICES International Exhibition and the Seminar on
Construction, Mining Machinery and Equipment will be held
in Beijing on September 4–7, 2019.

For the first time, there was an outdoor show floor where participants presented John Deere,
Manitou, SDLG, Locust and Wacker Neuson machinery in action showing their capabilities and

performance.
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We Create a Market
A VISIT TO MAGNI TH S.R.L. Elena Petrova, 

photos courtesy of the author 

We make the future today. We create a market.
Riccardo Magni 

Magni Telescopic Handlers is one of the
major loading equipment manufacturers in Italy.
Their products have earned a great reputation
worldwide, and it is one of the top three pro-
ducers of rotating telescopic handlers. 

They build their development strategy on
extensive experience and unique abilities of its
president, Riccardo Magni.

That was my second visit to this company,
which has earned my greatest respect. See my
account of the company’s history and production
in my first article (CTT 6, 2015). This time I will
continue my acquaintance with the modern his-
tory of Magni and share the development
prospects I learned about from its founder and
his sons, since this is a family company where
each member values their business greatly and
is proud of their performance.

In 2012, Riccardo Magni founded his own
company to create new innovative rotating tel-
escopic and heavy-duty handlers, and as soon
as in spring 2013 Magni presented new-gener-
ation rotating telescopic handlers with the max-
imum lift height of 18 to 30 meters. With this,
the company’s president Riccardo Magni made

competitors think about what they would produce
tomorrow. Magni also radically transformed
the concept of heady-duty telescopic handlers.

Today, Magni TH S.r.l. produces the world’s
highest rotating telescopic handlers with a 46
meters’ height measured at the fork and the
lifting capacity of 6 tons (RTH 6.46). 

The entire Magni RTH range includes 18-,
21-, 23-, 24-, 25-, 26-, 30-, 35-, 39-, and 46-
meter handlers with the maximum lift capacity
increased from 5 to 6 tons. And the newcomer
of the Roto family is the RTH 8.25 with the
maximum lift capacity of 8 tons and a maximum
lift height of 25 meters. Competition cannot
offer anything like this. 

Neither can competitors offer anything similar
to the unique telescopic handler with a fixed boom
such as the Magni TH 6.20 with a 6-ton load
capacity and the maximum lift height of 20 meters.
All the closest analogs can lift up to 4 tons to
maximum 17–18 meters measured at the fork.
The TH 6.20 also has a 3-meter side shift feature
that allows moving the mast in the direction per-
pendicular to the machine’s longitudinal axis. All
this makes the operator’s work easier.

Each Magni handler automatically detects
and recognizes attachments, selecting the cor-
responding algorithm based on the defined load
chart.

Speaking of heavy-duty handlers, it should
be noted that they are widely used in the mining
industry. The model range provides 10-, 16-,
20-, 24-, 27-, 30-, and 45- to 50-ton load capacity.
And the closest competitor only offers similar
machines with the load capacity up to 23 tons.
Few know about such capabilities of heavy-

duty telescopic handlers in Russia. The Heavy
series handlers use axles manufactured by the
OMCI plant located nearby. This plant is owned
by Riccardo’s brother Giorgio Magni. The com-
pany’s well-known competitor also uses these
axles. 

Telescopic booms are produced from a high-
strength steel (if necessary, 9569 with a short
caption). The boom is the most critical handler
component. It can withstand temperatures down
to -60 °C!

A Reliable and Simple Design Is the Key to the Long Service Life of Magni Machinery 

This was what Riccardo Magni entered the telescopic
handler market with, presenting a standalone cabin
operating as an online stand at all trade shows. The
largest cabin in its class, with an excellent 360° visi-
bility and no dashboard blocking the view below
(floor-to-ceiling windshield). The cabin provides not
only excellent visibility, but also allows the operator to
easily get in and out of it. The air filter keeps the air
fresh. The pressurized airtight cabin allows working
in polluted environments with no harm to the opera-
tor. Every message on the touchscreen has been lo-
calized from the start of sales in Russia.

Scissor telescopic outriggers/stabilizers allow the op-
erator to position the vehicle regardless of the tight
conditions. Each of the four stabilizers can be gradu-
ally extended depending on the obstacle. With com-
pletely extended stabilizers, the handler’s boom can
be operated to the maximum degree possible. The
greater the footprint, the longer the reach can be.
And, of course, safety is always paramount. If an out-
rigger is not completely extended, the machine will
reduce the allowed reach to keep stability. Magni han-
dlers are very smart: they continuously analyze sen-
sor data to determine the position of the boom, cabin
and stabilizers to protect the operator from potential
errors. If the operator turns the sensor safety system
off and the handler tips over, the black box will help to
identify the cause. 

Each handler shipped to the customer has a sticker,
so the operator can always open the corresponding
Operating Manual by scanning the QR code with their
mobile device. 
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A telescopic boom is the crucial part of the handler. This is what makes these vehicles truly versatile. Today, en-
gineers strive to create a lightweight and durable machine that would not be too big. Each Magni handler boom
includes certain engineering solutions as standard equipment, which allows using various attachments, such
as various platforms or a winch. This is what makes a handler also a lifter or crane, a three-in-one machine. In-
side the boom are hydraulic and return lines, as well as standard electrical cables.

Any platform used to lift people is easily folded and
unfolded. It is required for the handler with the at-
tachment to meet the dimensional limits for trans-
portation. 

Such a simple engineering solution of Riccardo’s as a
chain used to rotate the platform 180 degrees to the
right and to left ensures smooth rotation and elimi-
nates jerks and abrupt movements, making it stand
out from the competition.

The handler automatically recognizes the operating mode for any platform type and does not allow the operator
to raise the platform more than 3 meters from inside the cabin. This restriction was programmed especially for
platforms. To raise the platform above 3 meters, the operator has to be on the platform itself.

The Magni Q-Fit system
allows replacing almost
any attachment in mere
30 seconds. For exam-
ple, you can see the
mating part where the
Q-Fit is coupled to on
the fork attachment.

Riccardo is continuously searching for new
ideas, offering and testing new designs. His
solutions not only meet the customer’s demands,
but are ahead of time. Another proof of that is
the new Roto telehandler with a 13-ton load
capacity (!) undergoing trials that we learned
about during our visit.

Magni is not just following the demand but
creates new market segments. “We create a
market” is becoming the company’s motto.

And this is a new step in both engineering
design and production development.

Today, plant shops occupying nearly 6,000 m2

produce about 3 machines a day, with the ap-
proximate monthly output of 80–90 handlers.
However, the demand has already exceeded
the plant’s capacity.

During our visit, Riccardo Magni shared his
expansion plans and presented a new develop-
ment strategy.

This time he decided to make a great leap
forward and turn the new plant into a Magni city.

The new site will occupy 23 hectares of the
company’s land just in front of the current plant.

The Via Emilia Street will receive a roundabout
intersection to allow road traffic to easily get to
the new building. The new road will be called
Pietro Magni after the company’s founder.

The total construction site area is around
36,000 m2, 2,500 m2 of which will be occupied
by office spaces. The production capacity will
reach 15 machines a day with two continuous
work shifts.

The new area will provide 450 parking places,
6 charging stations for EVs and 6 – for electric
motorcycles and scooters. There are plans to
sow 460 trees to expand the green zone.

It’s important that the new building will be
completely environmentally friendly. Special at-
tention is paid to green technologies and sus-
tainable power supply.

The initial design provides for a production
line cleaning system and reservoirs to collect
rainwater for further use.

All roofs of the new plant will be covered
with solar panels to supply power for the hot
water system and central heating of the entire
complex.

The total investment goes up to €38 million.
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“The new production site is designed in collaboration with the University of Bologna, and will
be equipped with the most modern technologies, where production will be optimized to en-
sure maximum productivity of the machines, while maintaining the image and meeting the
high quality standards that we have today in the global market. We also expect the market de-
mand for telescopic handlers to grow in the coming years. New production will be organized
in two shifts with automatic movement on the same assembly line. Office space for adminis-
tration, accounting, sales and purchasing departments, service and after-sales services, lo-
gistics, quality control, technical, research and marketing departments will be located on an
area of 2500 m2. ”

Carlo Magni,
Managing 
Director

To highlight the Magnis’ close relationship
with the Castelfranco municipality, they decided
to open an elementary and secondary school
for the children of Cavazzone that will house
the company’s new headquarters. Since edu-
cation is the first step to future success, the
school will offer the first workshop for future
entrepreneurs.The care for the environment
and well-being of Magni’s employees shows
that the management is very future-oriented.

A technologically advanced and digitalized
industry always needs competent, available and
skilled workers, which is a concept perfectly
understood by the Magni leadership and em-
ployed in their vision: continue to grow but keep
a close connection to the roots that made the
success possible.

“We are proud of the great success that we have today in the international market, because
every year we increase our share of presence around the world. This success in terms of
units sold, together with improved quality and machine performance, made us decide to cre-
ate a completely new factory for the production of our equipment, where production capacity
will reach 15 machines per day, mainly the production of our Roto rotary telescopic loaders.
Together with the new factory and office buildings, we will also create an industrial zone for
many of our suppliers, and this will improve the quality and reduce production costs. ”Eugenio Magni,

Product
Manager
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